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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this thesis is to construct a social 
studies inventory test to measure the general world kndwledge 
o~ students preparing to enter the field of elementary edu-
cation. A teacher of the intermediate grades is expected to 
teach ma.ey knowledges about specific areas of the world. 
For this reason, it was considered justifiable to test a 
group of students .majoring in elementary education to deter-
mine the extent of their knowledge in those areas covered in 
the social studies program at the intermediate grade level. 
A search for a published test of this nature proved negative 
-vii-
CHAPTER I 
CHANGING CONCEPTS OF TEACHING AND TEACHER PREPARATION 
1. Changing Concepts Within the Social Studies 
During the last few decades elementary school educatiaD 
has undergone remarkable changes in both theory and practice 
It has become important to give the child experiences in 
solving real life problems within the school as well as the 
usual subject instruction. This new educational viewpoint 
is particularly applicable to the social studies, which af-
ford many opportunities to pU:t the child-growth objectives 
o.f.the curriculum into effect. Since our concern is with 
the quality of teaching in the social studies it will be 
well. to review the changing conc·epts within this vital area 
as well as some of the general problems which have arisen. 
So-called classic educat"ion was dominant in the elemen-
tary school until about 1930 •.. Subject content was stressed, 
language a.Iid numbe~s receiving most attention. The main 
objective of education then was to train the mind and pre-
sent essential knowl~dge £rom the past. History and geo-
graphy,· however, did not . .find place in the elementary school 
until after the mid-nineteenth century largely because they 
· were not presented as distinct subjects in the high school 
or college until that time. And in the beginning,.at least 
..:..1-~oston Universi~ 
·school of Edudatio.n 
Library 
e. 
they were used mostly as sub. j ect matter .for memory exerci-
1[ 
ses. 
The changes wi thi:o. the . el·ementary f!Chool beginning in 
1920 stem .from th.e w.ri tings of John Dewey. Edgar Knight 
snmmarizes these prmciples in part: ·· -
2 
ttHe {Dew~y}held that real education must be base 
upon the nature of the cl:lild1 that one learns to do by 
· doing and to think by s~eking to solve real problems 
and not .bY stupid and .formal exercises in logic •••• He · 
held that-school ca,nnot be a preparation for social 
life except as it reproduces the. typical conditions o.f 
social life.n :g; . . . . . 
. Dewey .proposed that education should attend to the 
needs :for the p:z:esent growth o.f the· child, which would be · 
the ~est guarantee. of the learning required in the future. 
. . . ; '• 
His ideas were. closely- related to the needs and problems of 
eaucatio.n in a new society.:: 
urn a rural handicrafts era children developed 
· social competence by watching and working beside adult 
Our industrialized economy.· closes much o:f this of£ and 
chl.ldren .have little chance to develop social compe-
tence and good-citizenship outside the school.11 2J . 
New social responses were ~lso necessary in the United. 
States because the growing interdependence of society.and 
. . 
increasing·govermn.ent controls req_uired.a people who knew 
1/Edgar w. kiiight, Education in tb.~ United States, Ginn and. 
Company, Boston, 1951, .p. 436. . · 
g/Ibid., p. 522. 
3/James QUillen, nsuccessful Teac-hing in -the Social Studies,' 
National Council for the Social Studies, Twenty-Third Y~ar­
book, Washington, D.C., 1952, p. 3. 
3 
how to cooperate and solve new and varied problems. The 
.field o.f psychO'.logy also had great.impact on the changing 
philosophy o.f our education.. Interest · in evolutionary hypo 
theses led to mental tests and measurements. It was soon 
apparent ti;tat ·individual di.f.ferences o.f mental abilities 
were just as varied as those o.f physical abilities. It be-
came no longer consistent to treat.all children o.f the same 
age as though they had the same abilities. Nor could learn 
ing be considered a mental proyess only, but one related to 
the entire physical orga.ni:sm. 
The child' s .·total individuality and successful rela-
tio~hip to his environment now became a matter o.f great im 
porta.D.ce to educators. Concern was eXpressed .for individua 
di.f.ferences among students, .for the child's. adjustment to 
. contemporary society, and .for the need to make education a 
part o.f li.fe rather than a preparation .for :Li.fe. During th 
l930~s and 1940's the professional journals (such as those 
' . 4/ 
of' the .American Association o.f Teag'hers Colleges,- the Na-
.2/ 
tional Education Association, and the American Historical 
Association§) described the new aims o.f education in great 
feAm.erican Association oi Teachers Colleges, Thirteenth 
earbook, State J.'ijormal School, Oneonta, New York, 1934, p. 41. ., 
. ' 
..2/National Education Association, The Department o.f Superin 
tendence, Fourteenth Yearbook, rrThe Social Studies Curr'icu.-
lum," Washington, D.C., 1936, p •. 94. · . 
6/American Historical Association~ Committee on the Social 
Studies). Conclusions andRecommendat:ions, Scribner's, New 
York, 1~34, p. 56. 
e. 
4 
detail. Constantly recurring p~ases as 11 education for cit-
izenship, n tteducation for democracy,"· and "education for so-
cial l:iyingtt were not mere.words; but e:ipressed their real 
concern :for our·countr;y 1s·f'ut1ire and the needs of' our chil.:.. 
dren~ With the national societies and schools of' education 
in the lead the. newer concepts we:t'e gradually app:t:ted in the 
·elementary grades~ 
The logical place of' application was within the social 
sci~nces. Problems of' human living are very much a part o:f 
these subjects. .As elementary schools became children-
. orientated every teacher became a social studies teacher. 
In all grades, learning situations which resembled problems 
in real life were instituted - from playing store in the 
first grade to studying civics by having their O'WJ:!. issues, 
candidates, and electionS in the sixth~ · The social studies 
now not only included. fact.s about the past, they also aimed 
to give realistic knowledge of' the present (community and. 
world), to prepare people for cooperation, to develop char-
acter, and to train in such processes as searching for and 
utilizing required information. Working in the social stud-
ies gave the child particular opportunities tttq be" and ttto 
become" and to practice uses of' imagination, initiative, and 
sell-reliance. And other subjects as language, arithmetic~ 
art, science, and crafts could be developed or utilized 
within the area. Eagar B. Wesley depicts these ever~wj·Ciening 
horizons: 
5 
nNo trend in. elementary education has surpassed 
in importance and completeness the emergence of the 
social studies. The field has become the core of the 
curriculum. Number concepts are developed easily and 
effectively in connection with social ~aettings. Sci-
ence gains in interest and value when interwoven with 
its social purpose. 11 11 
Developing an trall..:..rounef'child required, of course, an 
"all-round' teacher. Many new demands were now made on her 
knowledge, understanding, and time. For example, sectioning 
of the class into ability groups made necessary multi-purpos~ 
planning. Unit approaches required extensive. advance pre-
parations. Increased emphasis on current events and social 
problems necessitated wider k:D.owledge of.government, science 
economics, geography, literature, and even antb.ropology. It 
was valuable for her to be familiar with changing concepts 
in. sociology and psychology. Additionally, the higher degre 
of general education and consequent increased maturity of 
pupil interests made demands on teacher knowledge which did 
not exis~ at this level a generation before. 
Perhaps because of these very difficult demands the ful 
. 
possibilities of such a social studies program. were not ofte 
realized in the classroom. .But .for a very di.f.ferent .reason, 
certainly, many school systems and individual teachers mere-
ly paid lip service to the newapp.roaches. They .felt that a 
curriculum which stressed the immediately practical could 
only sacrifice :. : much in the way of standards, intellectual 
~Edgar. B. Wesley, Teaching Social Studies in Elementary 
chools, D. c. Heath and Company, Boston, I952, p. I8. 
6 
development; and knowledge. Twenty-five years ago William 
C. Bagley, professor in Teachers College, Columbia Universi-
ty, and among the foremost· .Arn.erican educators, repeatedly 
pointed out that· schools should· emphasize systematic train-
ing· in subjects, and that in£ormal learning, while recog-
nized, should be regarded as supplementary rather than cen-
8[ . . . 
tral..- 'But the "new education 11 continued to be supported in 
the professional literature and child-development methods in 
social studies were increasingly taught in teacher-training 
courses. 
Today, those who oppose the nlearning-through-doingn 
(or 11 develop:rilentaln) approach are becoming increasingly 
heard. It is their eonviction that the child should first 
learn basic principles through study and that he can develop 
quickly the skills of participation when he needs them. 
They believe tha:t today's classroom acti;v;ities, designed "bo 
make learning easy and fun, frequently do not include stimu-
lating subject matter.which would arouse interest. Nor do 
they consider that first-hand social studies experiences, 
such as constructing dioramas,. murals, and models and exam~ 
ining realia, aJ:>e~ the best ways to learn about the drama o:f 
the past and the stimulating problems o:f today' s world. The 
extent to which qualities o! perseverance, patience, and co 
centra:.tion are nurturedin our·restless classrooms is.also 
questioned. In :fine, they agree that. n •••• -:t;he .full possi-
8/Edgar·w. Kilight, Fi.ft~Years o:f American Education, The 
:Ronald Press Company, N4N York, 1952, p. ?73· .. 
7 
bili ties bf the social studies to·· build ideals, disciplined 
. . 9./ 
thought and responsible~ action are being underplayed.n 
. · EVen· the national societies, . which have strongly sup-
ported the 11whole-child" philosophy' over the years, have re-
cently become more frallkly critical of current educational 
c.onditions.. The following c6nclusions, taken from the 1958 
Yearbook of the National Council of the Social Studies, re--
veals a tempering of the eJCtreme ttdevelopmental" viewpoint 
so prevalent·. in their publications up to now: 
·,;Since the discussion about the relative merits of 
the two approaches to social studies teaching (" . 
tionaln vs,. ndev-elopmentaln) has gone on now for at 
least a generation·..;. withno resolution of the issue, 
the author of'this chapter favors a broad program of 
coexistence for the two methods·of teaching. There is 
certainly no :t>el:iable research which indicates that 
either method, as now practiced,. :is clearly superior 
the other •.. In the years aheac'i it seems clear that bo 
methods will continue to be used and that both can be 
greatly improved.n 10/ · ·· · 
Critic isms of the 1'whole-child. u concept are being made 
on a more subtle basis as well. Some contemporary sociolo-
.gists feel that emphasis onsocial adjustment will lead to 
loss of the very individuality it was presumed to foster. 
Social adjustment, or ttgetting along with peopleu can also 
. .. . ·, 
-9/.,......,'<:o::R~a.,...l-p~h~o-.-lo:o:li'_--_~eston, "The. Role. of Social Studies in Elemen-
tary Education, tt Nayional Society for the St\ldy of Educa-
tion, Fifty-Sixth Yearbook, Part II,·Chicago, 1957, p. 17~ 
. . 
10/Jean .D.· Gram.bs, tiThe Social Sciences and Educational· 
Methods, u National Council for the Social Studies, Twenty-
Eighth Yearbook, Washington, D .. C., 1958, p. 208 .. 
8 
be regarded as mere social conformi.ty at the cost. o:f unique 
ness. They :feel that the greatness of our nation is based 
on quite opposite concepts. This danger is expressed by 
Ralph C. Preston: 
11 There f.s a tendency today :for 'other people,' 
i.e., our neighbors, to represent our values. So, so-
cial conformity and social adjustment have become im-
portant contemporary goals •••• Suc:b. concepts in educa-
tion as ' social living' and 'human rela:tions' have be-
e ome popular. u 11/ . . 
But a far louder voice is· being heard, namely, t:b.e de-
mand :for intellectual development in the curriculum. 
tiThe insistence o:f some educators that the child 
is more important thanthe subject, w:b.ile valid, has 
led to hurtful neglect o:f subject matter." W. 
"Social studies deals with important areas o:f hu-
man knowledge. in which many o:f our most vexing problem 
lie. Emph!=lsis has been placed on method •••• at the ex-
pense of preparation in the realm of content.n W 
Those who~desire a return to academic knowledge and a 
measure of :factual content would in no way wish to wipe out 
· .. , 
real educational advances. Although they stress intellec-
tual development they recognize individual differences and 
would seek to enable each child to develop to the height _of 
Pis intellectual capabilities •. They know that his interest, 
- . . . . 
:freedom, and activity in learning ~11 have significance in 
the social studi~s a~d other programs. 
11/Preston, op. cit., p. ?• 
12/Preston, · op·. cit~, p. 14. 
1.2_/Joe Park, "The Role o:f the Social Studies in General Edu 
caticm," The Social Studies, Vol.· 47 (October, 1956), p. 21 • 
9 
nBoth psychological knowledge and knowledge of 
content are important in the development of a good so-
cial studies program. It is not. a case of the teacher 
using one or the other. rr 14/ 
At the same time they . .feel_ strongly that the tremendous 
role the social studies play.in determining the quality of 
our people and their institutions demands.educational method 
and teacher training which will achieve our purposes. In no 
subject in the curriculum is the teacher o.f today charged 
with heavier responsibilities than in teaching the social 
. 1.21 
studies. In the same way as current events were once ne-
glected, now past events, so important .for knowledge of the 
.future, are equally neglected and along with them our .cul-
tural continuity. 
. · "Without· a doubt schools should be teaching .facts 
with greateref.fectiveness •. It is encouraging that 
many educators ar.e re-establ:i.shing the importance and 
respectability of knowledge.,tt·lS/ 
- ' . ~. 
2 •. Teacher Prepa.ration on the College Level 
It is the.contention_of many educators that teachers-
in-training who will be teaching social studies in the ele-
mentary grades should have a general knowledge about the. 
world. This k:ilowledge should help lay the foundation for 
basic understandings o.f our complex world for children on 
14/ Gram.bs , o;p. cit. , p. 210. 
!2/Ma.rtin L. Seeger, II!, nHistorical Values in a 6th Grade 
Social Studies Unit, n The Social Studies; Volume 4?, (Janu-
ary, 19.56), P• 4. . · . 
16/Preston, o;p. c:i.t., p~ 24. 
10 
the elementary level. To do this, however, QUill 
states, " •••• requires_a knowledge of the richness of our 
cult~al heritage.«-· In order for children to understand 
cultural heritage, a teacher must be able to dip into the 
past and draw forth significant material from all areas of 
the world that might have had an· impact upon our world of 
today. Therefore, teachers.need to bring to the.classroom 
enough general background to enrich the materials found in 
the textbooks. 
A teacher_in a modern elementary school is generally 
not only a teacher of the social studies but also of lan-
guage arts, music_, arithmetic, science; a teacher, in short, 
of what children need and want to know. An elementary 
teacher, therefore, needs to possess the co:r:n.petencies and 
the knowledge requisite for teaching effectively. This not· 
. . 
only requires a well-filled-storehouse of methods, but also 
a basic und.~rstanding of ~d familiarity with content mate-
rial of the. ;:;ubjects he or she will be teaching. 
Many colleges se.ek to ·give elementary teachers a gener-
al background knowledge q+ subject matter,. General educa-
tion courses whichhave been incorporated into some college 
curricuLa are a start in this direction• 
~?/James Quillen, nsuccess.ful Teaching in the Social Stud-
:Les, •• National Council .for the Social Studies, Twenty-Third 
Yearbook, Washington, D.C., 1952, p. 10. · 
11 
In his thesis, Kita~ states, 
urn order to adjust to the interests of a widely 
varied range of pupil ability, he (the teacher) must 
know much more than he ever expects to use in the class 
room situation - he must know more than the classroom 
textbook, rather than keep one day ahead o:f his pupils. 
General education .for .future teachers in. the schools of 
education has hardly come o.f age. It does trace its begin-
nings at least as far back as a course in Contemporary Civi-
lization at Columbia College iii. 1919. 
At that time someteacher training schools were normal 
schools .for prospective teachers of elementary grades. The 
course lasted generally .for·two years. The subjects then, 
as are often .found today,.were straight methods courses be-
ginning with the words, "The'Teaching o.f •••• u Now, in more 
modern programs, a broad methods course has replaced the 
specific methods courses. ..And although there is a !our-year 
college course .for elementary.teachers, there is still a de-
mand :for more general education experiences in the_ college 
121 programs. Drummond states: 
11lllfany' o.f the colleges in the United States have 
recognized the need :for teachers in the elementary · :: .·::.~ 
grades to have .foundational courses in geography, 
United States history, the United States Constitution, 
and have recommended courses in anthropology, geography 
and history o:f other countries. 11 
18/Michael Kita, "~Teacher Education in the Social Studies in 
the Ooll~,as o.f Penns~lvam..a]t Onpubl~shed Master's Thes~s, 
BOston 0 versity Sch 61 61 ducation, 1950. 
19/Harold D. Drum:lllond, ttThe 
Teaehers,n National Council 
Tllrd Yearbook, Washington, 
Preparation o:f Elementary School 
:for the Social Studies, Twenty-
D.C., 1952. 
12-
There are areas in our midwestern states where prospec-
tive teachers, holding high school diplomas, may attend a 
summer session at a teachers college and become certified to 
teach in a country school for one year. They instruct chil-
dren ranging from the .first to the eighth grades. 
These so-called teachers, as well as those from the fou 
year colleges, both equipped with methods courses, have had 
little if any experience dealing with content material of 
the subjects they·will be teaching. 
In an article for the National Council for the Social 
20/ . 
Studies, Quillen- writes: 
· 
11Every teacher should be highly cultured •••• The 
teaching of an understanding of the world in which we 
live requires a knowledge of the richness of our cul-
tural heritage •••• American culture bas great richness 
•••• But American culture does not stand alone. It is 
an integral part of western European civilization, and 
peoples from all periods of history, in all parts of 
the world, have contributed to our cultural richness. 
Today we are part of a seamless web o.f specialization 
and cultural interdependence which includes the whole 
globe.u 
Of the many teachers colleges that have forged ahead 
and provided a·. general education program for their teachers-
in-training, there are the University of California and the 
San Francisco State College which require two years of gen-
eral education for prospective students in the field of ele-
·menta.ry education. 
20/QuJ.llen, o;p • cit • , p. 10. 
~- . 
13 
Many school administrators want and are demanding col-
lege courses that properly educate prospective teachers ~or 
the elementary school o:f today. They f'eel there should be 
more adequate preparation in the subjects which he or she 
will be teaching - less emphasis on methods and more concer 
with actual subject content. 
21/ 
Mayers-- states: 
nBoth high school and elementary teachers need .... 
as much general information as it is possible :for them 
to acquire in the time devoted to their professional 
preparation if' :for no other reason than it supplements 
and enriches. their teaching. tt 
It is an arresting thought to consider the competencies 
needed by teachers responsible f'or guiding the growth and 
development of' children. The advancement of scientific 
technology and the great emphasis placed upon an educational 
background have increased the role of the teacher of' the 
elementary grades. 
Social studies is :frequently the core o:f the elementary 
grade curriculum.. It is an area that calls :for more than 
passing :familiarity. The teacher needs a wide acquaintance 
with factual as well as general in:f.ormation about all cul-
tures of the world. 
. . 
The chart on the opposite page shows the results of' in-
vestigations conducted to reveal what social studies subjec 
and topics are taught most :frequently in grades IV, V,and VI 
21/R. A. Mayers, UJ?reparation for Teaching the Social Stud-
i.es,n TheSocia1 Studies, Volume 29, (May, 1938), P• 210. 
-e e 





Wesle:r and Mams 
Colonial history, Indians, Greece, 
Rome, Middle Ages, . discoveries, 
state histor;r, local history, 
famous persons, schools, clothing, 
farming, gover.nment~ occupations, 
life in foreign lands, industries, 
geograplo', g~ographical reg:i.ons1 
state geograpb;y, recreation, current 
events •. 
American history, early American 
history, later American history, 
local history, state histo:cy-1 
current events, famous persons, 
explotation and discoverf 1 Euro-
pean backgrounds, development of 
democracy, civics, community 
civics, economic life, safety, 
health, citizenship, transporta-
tion, interdependence, geograph;r, 
geography of rr. s., of North 
America, of Western BSmisphere, . 
or Europe, of Asia. and Africa, 
lif'e in other lands, enviromnent, 








u. s. his-:. 
tory and 










(concluded on next page l 
·.i 
Micllaeli§ 
Units on other lands and chil-
dren t s home. state including: 
Living in OUr State,. Life in 
other T..ends1 .. Mexico1 Switzer-
land,. Bblland, Japan, High 
- Lands, .. Low :Lands, . Cold Lands, 
Bbt ~~-Wet .and Dry Lands, . 
Peoples of the Plains, Trans-
. portation,. Communication,. Con-
servation, Recreation, ·Early 
Settl.era, Famous People. 
Early American life end .. lite 
different. regions incl:nd:tng 
units on Colonial. Life, Pionee: 
Life, the llestw.rd Movement,_ 
Regions of the United States, 
Industries, Qqr Neighbors to 
the South,. u. s. Possessions, 
Alaska, Ba:waii, Famous Ameri-
cans, Transportation, and Com-
.munioation. 
~ 
• e e 
.ReSUl.ts of Investig~tions to Determine Social studies Areas J.bst Frequently Covered in Gra.des_nt; V and VI 
( conoludedl · 
lfesley . and Adams 
·Grade American history, later American 
VI history, European backgrounds, 
local history, state historr, 
ancient and. medieval history, 
biographies, vocations, commu-
nication, transportation, inter-
dependence, education, culture, · 
commerce, migrations, 'industries, 
health and safety, recreation, 
democracy, civic;s, local govern-
ment, state government, itnmigra..o 
tion, taxation, conservat~on; 
geography, world geography'; .g.eo- · 
graphy of South America, _of North 
limerica, of Asia, .Africa, Europe, · · 









.Asia, Europe • 
Michaelis 
Europe and .. Europeian. backgrOund 
. of American history, the West-
ern Betidsphere ana.the .Eastern 
Hemisphere~ . Diverse topicS: 
ina1ude .American. Ifeighl;!o,rs,; 
Europe, .. Africa,. Asia,. Oliina, 
J'apan, .. Mexioo,. La.ti:ti America, 
The Bri ti.sh Empire, Oa:nada, 
U. s .• Possessions, the Far 
East,. Australia, .. the. Pkcific. 
ISlands,. theJlorld,. Aviation, 
Conservation, the. Scandinavian 
Co1ltltries, and. th,e · Mediter-
ranean Countries. 
JlWesley, Edgar :S•, and Mary: Adams,. Teaching Social Studies_in El.eD1entar:y_Schools, .D. a •. Heath.and.Company 
Boston, 1952, pe 46. . . . .. . 
.6/Frank M. Hodgson, n'fX.en.ds and. SOcial Studies in the Elementary Schools, 11 School and. Society:, Volume SOt 
B;-,.7 (September 18, 19'54). .. . . . · . 
.2/Ra.lph .o. Preston, Teaching Social. Studies in KJ..ementa.ry Schools, .Rhinehart .and Company, New York.lt 
/VJohn U. Mi¢~e1is, Social. Studies_ for Obildren ·in_ a Dem.ocrm, Prentice-mu.l,. Inc._, Englewood,.Cliffs, 





An examination o:f the results o:f these investigations serve 
to indicate that the range o:f topics a teacher is likely to 
teaah in a given grade is wide and varied. 
As was mentioned previously, two years o:f methods cour-
ses were once considered adequate :for a teacher in the ela'-
mentary grades. Now there is a movement to discontinue edu-
cation or methods courses on the undergraduate level com~& 
ly. The prospective teacher would be requi.red to take :four 
years o:f liberal arts subjects and do graduate work :for his 
or her professional degree. 
Academic requirements :for teachers in the elementary 
grades are increasing.. The W'ol:.'lCl in which we live makes this 
requirement. Many children take extensive trips through the 
United States as well as to :foreign countries. There are 
illustrated books and magazines containing information about 
other cultures, a variety o:f books about the myriad scienti:f 




u •••• the elementary teacher is himsel:f a general 
education teacher and, there:fore, his training ought to 
involve some experience in such programs on a high aca-
demic level. As :far as training is concerned, elemen-
tary teachers typically :find time :for only a :few course 
in the social sciences, and thereby, unless those cour-
ses are o:f truly general :ua.t:ttre, they are inevitably 
:forced to ignore whole blocks or :fi~ o:f social scienct 
gg/Blaine E. Mercer~ "The Case :for General Education in the 
Sacial Sciences in the Preparation o:f the Elementary Teache~ 




accomplishment. Finally, the elementary teacher has as 
much need for fUndamental knowledge in all fields he~ 
deals with as does his specialized colleague in the 
graduate_ school~ The ,fundamentals, the key principles, 
of a field of knowledge are the same whether they are 
being taught to .third graders or Ph~ D. candidates; 
they are only phrased di.fferently and pitched on differ 
ent levels. u · 
•:. .·. 
CHAPTER II 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE PRELIMINARY TEST 
In the preceding chapter the reView of' research showed 
that there is a need f'or some means of' analyzing, as well as 
stimulating, content learning in social studies for teachers 
in-training. The purpose of this thesis is to construct a 
test which will serve as a means of evaluating a candidate's 
general information about the world. 
TyPe of content.-- The definition of exactly what type 
of information this was to be emerged in the early stages of 
construction of' the preliminary test. Measuring basic socia 
studies concepts was ruled out in favor of' testing a broad 
body of factual information, because it was felt that in 
order to foster development of' general concepts in pupils, 
teachers must have a command and understanding of the factua 
information on which the broader concepts rest. It was de-
cided that the sort of' information to be tested would be gen 
eral rather than specific; that is, f'or example, instead of 
requiring the testee to know the number of' bushels of' a cer-
tain crop produced, he was expected to know that a given cr 
was an important product of' a given country. Having cl.a:ri-
f'ied what was to be tested, the·problem was to construct the 
test. This cha,pter describeS. in detail the process and pro-




As the s~ngle most uni.f'orm source for the content matte 
o:f intermediate soc~al studies (IV, V, VI), · ~ t was dec~ded_ 
to use bas~c. textbooks currently ~n pr~nt. Texts :from the 
approximate levels IV through VIII were used; it was assumed 
that often the more advanced textbooks. would be reference 
books and supplementary texts :fox the except~onal child .• 
For some cases c~ldren•s encyclopedias~ curriculum supple-
menting book,:series and general eMldren•s references were 
used to verify and expand the material :found in the texts. 
A complete bibliography of material employed :for each area 
is to be :found in Appendix A. 
Type of test.-- The :first step was to select the type 
of test which would measure an area as pretentiously broad 
as that o:f general world information. A vocabulary test was 
chosen as the most practical kirid of test to cover a wide 
·:r:iel.d of factual knowledge. Of the varietiesco£ vocabulary 
test design, the short form type of associating a word with 
a category was selected as the most efficient :for our pur-
poses, because it makes possible the use of many more words 
in a small space and in less time than any other form. Re-
1/ . 
search reviewed by Chambers- is inconclusive in determining 
the single best method of testing vocabulary, but he states 
that nthe category·. association technique has been shown to 
have ~gh reliability and vali~ty in the few tests in which 
1/J. Richard Chambers, et al. , "Studies Based on the Earley 
and Wolf:fer Social Studies Vocabulary Tests for Grades IV, V. 
and VI," Unp1;1.blished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
Boston, 1953, p. 20. · · 
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it has been employed.u The basic form used by Helen Blair 
Y' . 
Sullivan in a test she developed for appraising the inter-
est tendeneie·s of prospective teachers uses a number of sub-
tests in each of which many words are associated with a few 
categories which vary in each sub-test. This was modified 
for our specific purposes. 
Sub-test divisions.-- The next step was to divide the 
world into relatively self-contained areas which could be 
treated as separate units or sub-tests. Each of the five 
members of the thesis then selected one or more areas on 
which to base a test. A period of preliminary reading in 
the texts yi'elded a more re.fined delineation of each section 
The areas then were rechecked by the group to insure inclu-
sion of all areas covered in the intermediate social studies 
to avoid duplication, and to form precise definitions of eac 
of the sub-test areas. It was decided that one person would 
construct a test on the ancient world; one on Europe; the 
third person, one test on Asia and one on Africa; the fourth 
a test on South America and Mexico; and the fifth person, tw 
tests on the United States, one requiring association on a 
geographical and one · on a historical basis. 
Sub-test categories arid items.-- The design of this typ 
of test calls for categories within each sub-teste For our 
g;Helen Blair Sullivan, 11A New Means of Appraising the QUal-
ifications of Prospective Teachers," Unpublished Doctoral 
Dissertation, Harvard University, Cambridge, 1944. 
r 
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purposes, these "categoriesn were geographical areas, or 
countries. It is with these separate categories that the 
items in each sub-test are to be associated. The precise de-
lineation of each of these categories depended a good deal ot 
the items that would be available for them. Therefore, the 
•third phase of constructing the original test involved selec-
ting a list of all words and phras~s possible as items for 
the preliminary test. As explained, this was done by a re-
view of texts currently in print. It was found that an exact 
frequency count of significant words was too rigid a method 
of selection for a number of reasons. There was a great deaJ 
of inconsistency in t~eatment of the same subject. For exam~ 
ple, o.ften certain facts or knowledges could be referred to 
in sp~cific terms in one book, as, referring to the Persian 
Wars in Ancient History by citing the dates, names, and briej 
descriptions of the important battles; in another book there-
ferenee could be made in a different manner; for instance, 
relating selected incidents about Xerxes' and Darius' .inva-
sions. 1n yet a third text there could be simple descrip-
tions or allusions with no·particularly distinctive vocabu-
l~y, as mentioning that the G:t"eeks warred with the Persians 
I 
with none of the details of names of battles or leaders. 
Therefore, instead of a .frequency count, words were selected 
on the basis of the judgment o.f each member, using as crite~ 
ria both the importa.nce of the facts as well as the frequen-
cy.with which they are mentioned. 
At this point two aspects of the construction which 
:nresen~d difficulties must be noted. First •. formulation of 
22 
the five specific categories within each sub-test offered 
problems in each test. It was hard to know how to make mean 
ingful and valid categorical divisions for areas such as 
Europe, Africa, or South America. In some cases, as ~n that 
of the test on Europe, it was found advisable to group simi-
lar countries together; in other instances, as the test on 
South America and Mexico, it seemed more sensible to exclude 
some nminortt countries i.n favor of considering either the fe'tl 
most important countries in an area or those which could be 
considered representative of an area. In each test there wal 
some specific difficulty in designing the categories, as wel: 
as in finding appropriate and adequate sources and in choos-
ing the words. At the end of this general description of thE · 
test construction there are included notes on the specific 
problems regarding the construction of each test. These 
notes precede each page of the original preliminary test. 
The other consideration that should be noted is that 
even from this first and longest list of all possible words~ 
many excellent words were eliminated. Even though a word it~ 
self denoted an important _fact or knowledge, to be a good 
word for the test it had to apply to the narrowly defined 
area of one category only and not overlap into other catego-
ries. In addition, some important factual understandings 
simply were not sui ted to the short form type of vocabulary 
test. 
The final phase in constructing the test was to choose 
• 
the actual items from the long lists of words for each sub-
test. With his background in the specific area, each of the 
test constructors sifted out as complete a list of good item 
as he could. Then, these words were presented to the other 
four members of the group £or a more objective evaluation 
word by word. Itt is difficult to make a statement of the 
specific criteria for including an item. Most of these cri-
teria are negative in nature; the item could not be so broad 
as to be applicable to more than one category, facts could 
neither be too technical·nor too esoteric for general know-
ledge, nor could facts be. so easy that they would be associ-
ated with the correct category simply by a rote reaction; 
e .. g., associating London with the category' uEnglandtt would 
indicate no particular knowledge of England and hence be a 
poor itema The attempt to make a fairly complete coverage 
of each country . or group of countries was made by including 
words concerning the country's history, its famous people, 
its culture, geography, and significant features or contri-
butions. Furthermore, it ·was decided to use a variety of 
forms of statement as quotationfi, phrases, and proper names, 
as well as specific terms. Considering this, the test is 
not strictly a vocabulary-test, but an adapted type of a 
short form vocabulary test. By using these varied forms of 
statement the test can measure a w:i.der variety of factual 
knowledge, as well as be more interesting for the testee to 
take. 
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Strinmary.-- In summary, this chapter has given a detaile 
description o! the steps ~ ~onstructing the preliminary for 
of a short form word association test on general world infor 
~ation. There are seven separate sub-tests, each with 70 to 
105 items. The administration time is approximately l hour 
and 30 minutes. The direction sheet .for the original pre-
limjnary test is included below. Following it, to complete 
the chapter, are copies o.f the sub-test pages .from the pre-
liminary test in the order in which it was administered. 
Unlike the original, the sub-tests are separated here so tha 




Social Studies Inventory 
The purpose o~ this test is to determine the extent o~ 
your knowledge o~ the .social studies areas covered in the 
elementary school textbo.oks e 
At the le~t of each section of the sub-tests is a num-
bered list of :five categories associated with the area being 
tested. You are tp look at each of the items at the right 
and select the category wo. which you think it belongs. When 
you have decided which category best applies, write in the 
line provided by each item the corresponding number of the 
category youhave chosen .. 
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Notes on Test I, Ancient World 
There were three· Jn.ajor problems encountered in construe t-
ting Test I, the Ancient World, which should be considered 
in judging the test. The outstanding di££iculty was to de-
sign discreet yet inclusive categories. This was a general 
problem with all ~he tests, and its speci£ic nature in re-
gard to the countries o:t the Near East is that the texts 
treat this section o£ the world by a wide variety o£ names: 
Turkey, Phoenicia, Syr:i,.a, Lebanon, Jordan, Israel, Canaan, 
Arabia, Persia, Iran, Mesopotamia, Babylonia, Iraq, Sa'U.di-
Arabia, Yemen, Adem, and Omana A solution was reached· by 
having this area treated as the ancient lands in Test I and 
as modern nations under the category "Near Easttt in Test V~ 
Asia. The present category groupings were seen as the most 
satis:factory way to· cover the entire area; although there is 
no unifying principle :fo~ Category 5 "Persia, Arabia, Turkey, 
the lands o:f Category. 4 nphoenicia, Palestine, Mesopotamian 
are related geographically as the "Fertile Crescent.«; Great 
care was taken to include items which applied to only one 
speci:fic area. 
The chronological aspect o:f expanding and contracting 
empires could not be tested in an instrument of this sort. 
The second problem, then, involved selecting items that 
would clearly apply.to only specif'ic "homelands.n 
The third di:f:ficulty involves the definition of ancient 
history which, according to most historians, ends with the 
2? 
fall of Rome 1n 4?6 A.D.. With the exception of items for 
' Arabia, all of the items come within this definition o:f an-
cient history. The very specialized field o:f Arabian ancien 
history is not treated in elementary texts. Rather, the 
most significant aspect o:f Arabia's history .f.or intermediate 
grade pupils is the beginning of Mohammedanism in the sevent 
century. Therefore, such items as ttorigins of Islam.n and 
"Hegira" are a part of the test. 
In general, the texts reflect the emphas~s of the publi 
mind. They provide a wealth of material on our most direct 
cultural roots, the Greek and Roman civilizations; adequate 
material on Egypt, and an increasingly complete and accurate. 
study of the Near East. It should be remembered that the 
items in this test all designate those points rather consis-
tentiy emphasized in the texts. 
~ 
-
HAMS _ SECTION. ____ _ 
ANCIENT WORLD 
1 .. Egypt. 
2~ Greece 
3 .. Rome 
4• Phoenic~a, hlestine., 
Mesopotamia 
;., Persia, Arabia, 
Turkey · 
l._Pupic VIars :n-._odes of. librace 
2._figris _and Eu.pbrates 32._between Ionian and 
3._Sinai peninsUla Aegean 
4. . Sumerians 33. Koran 
;.-Rosetta Stone 34~-sbadoof 
6._site of h-oy· 35 • .__origin of Islam 
7._Age of Pericles 36._Solom.on , . 
S • .;.;_.Etruscans 37 .• _Pa:pyrus 
9 • ._ IIIG.tOv thyselfW 3fl,._.Tulian. c:salendar. 
.• . ~o. scarabs :39:. Ictus blossoms 
11.-0hal.dean astrologers 40.- Plutarchts Lives 12~-vioto:cy over. l'y:r:rhus 41. . . demos . . 
l.,3., Alexandria · ~-42~- temple at Kar.nak 
14~.....:....cuneiform - ·43 • ........_Tyrian purple . 
15 ~-founded Carlhage 44~_•graD.e.ry o£ the 
16~'--Lares and Penates · . , . ancient vorlda-
17. Herodotus 45. Ninevah 
lS •. Hegira . . 46., fell in 476 A.D •. 
19~~J.ain of Attica 47 • ._~ebes · _ . 
. 2Q .• _Talmud · .. 4S.~Battle at Marathon 
2l._Medina. -· 49.,_embalmitig 
22.__;Fertile Orescent · ;o._lyrics of Sappho _ 
23~__pentathlon 51._8 The die is cast• 
24 • .__Tiber River 52._Aesebylus 
25._Hera 53 • ._Pass at Thermo-
26 .• _Jordan River pylae 
Zl.--.Mecca 54._Appian Vay 
28. Ikbnaton 55. · Phidias 
. 29~- Damascus 56. }Iammurabi Urs code 
3Q._Medes 57 ._tribune 
;S._Piraeus 
59. walls o£ Jericho 
60•. -early surveying 
e 
-1-




64. . Pantheon 




69.,: ·.City of Seven lJ:Ul 
70 ~ Gulf' of. Corinth 
71. · ~zantium 
72.--.Traj.an~'s column 
73.--.Sea or Marmara. 
74.--capitol of- the 
, Eastern Roman Bn• 
pire 
75._cup or lfsmloak 
76 • ...:_public baths 
77 ._Hippocratic oath 
'n:l~ .. :Ra. 
79~=cedars of Lebanon 
80~_Kellas, 














Notes on Test II, Europe 
The two major concerns ~n constructing the test on 
Europe were delimiting specific categories and choosing the 
items for these categories from a vast amount of material. 
Basically, the mos.t ··predominant countries were chosen 
and grouped by obvious geographi.cal locations. Thus, Cate-
gory 1 includes England, Wales, Scotland, Ireland, and North 
Ireland; Category 2, Norway, Swed?n, Denmark, and Finland; 
only three countries wei:'e listed for Category 3 j Oeiitral 
Europe - Germa.n;y, Austria, and Switzerland; likewise, there 
were three for Category 4; Southwestern Europe - Spain, 
France, and Italy; comprising Category 5 are Russia and the 
Balkan countries, -Albania, Yugoslavia, Greece, Hungary, 
Rumania, and Bulgaria. 
Having thus delineated the areas, the problem then was 
. to objectively choose the itenis' ·.taking special care that a 
word or phrase be peculiar to .only one category. To aid in 
choosing final items, areas such.as :famous people, hi.storic 
:facts, geography, and others were established within each 
category. Finally, with continual.re:ference to texts and 
supplementary materials, 100 .:final items were selected. 
.,I' 
-
l._~ede • 34~_Peter the Great 
2. Alhambra . . 35._Dolliesday Book· 
.3. 'lTictor »mnanuel II .36~ Serbia 
EUROPE 
l.• BrititJh ISles 4. Lake Lucerne 37~ Matterhorn 
5._Estonia . . . 3S.~J'am.es Vatt 
6.--..Jrederick the Gt-es.t ·.39.~Red Square 
~_.,.?._Sofia 40._11L1berty~ Equality, 
: 841-._Co;.operative Uhions. · Fraternity" 
2. Seandinav:t.e. 
and Finland 
. 9 .,_Armenia . . . 4l•_"Big Ben• 
lO.,_".Auld Lang .Syne•. 42 .. -._;,Dreyf'us Case 
ll~~Elsinore Castle 43~._,.Helvetia 
I2. llhitsUn.tide ·44.· . Hims 
3· Central EUrope, in-
eluding; 
Ge~, 
1,3~ Bastille Dq 45. Roger Bacon · 
~-Borgia Family .... ·46.~•Volga BOatmen• 
l!5._:_Wyoliffe Bible 47.. PO River 
l6~Bismarok . . 48. Tolstoy . 
· 17~ . War of the Roses 49. Moors . · 
IS. Cervantes · ;o.-:aejfeaters 
l9._st. Moritz· · 5].., . }ij.~burgs 
2£l • ......,;:;ofoten Islands · 52._Belfast. 
. 2l .. .__Iberian. Peninsula 5.3._Pindus. Mountains 
22.,~aaspian. .Sea 54~......_'Lmd of 1000 fakes,. 
23._ "Magna Carta11 · · 55._Dun1d.rk 
24._llmerald Isle 56~_Tsar . 
25 ._Elaine of i'hessaly 57.~Eetates GeneraJ. 












v._ttrrhe Little 59~_"Eternal Oityll 
Corporal" 6o., ___ Leagtie of Wations Hqtrs., 
2S.~Sistine Chapel 6l. ___ Pelopennesus 
29;~___.:Appenines 62._Ural M:>untains. 
.30._MiobeJangelo 6.3., Flamenco 
.31 .. _..Alfred Nobel 64~-Brahms 
.32~_0Sl.o · 65., -Master Race 
.3.3._Reign of Terror 66~-Garibaldi 
. -
67 ._Ob River 
68~_canterbl.try- Tales 
69•-lilkll of Mirrors 
'70' ... ~ Gardif'f 
?a.. DNutoraoker Stdtea 
72 .. --Sibelius 
7.3.. .~enots 





7'1._0a.thedral of st. Basil 
?B._TrygVie Lie .·· 
79';, _ _._)J!166 A. D. 
. so. ·. T:l.to 
81.• . Petraroh 
S2._ Goethe 
• S3. Roundheads . . . 
84 • .._Birtbplace. ot jenny tiind, 
85._Diesel Engine . . · 
S6._D:tsraeli · 
87 • .;__Cauaasus_Mountains 
88 . . 'D...;t t;t; .. ~-··-~· ""'""" ·S9~_Lorelei 
90~_Luther 
· 9l. .. ....__Isaac Newton 
92~ Catherine the Great 
93·- . Jutl.and · 
· 9'4.--.Dresden China 
95 • .:.._Buobarest 
96._Aroh of Triumph 
97 ~-Carpathian Mountains 
98.,_Red Cross ~adquarters 
99._Galileo 




:.~No:tes.coii. Tests III and IV 
There were no intrinsically difficult problems encoun-
tered in the construction of these two tests for the United 
States. This was due partly to the abundance of materials 
available. Only·inter.mediate grade textbooks were used as 
word sources* At first vocabulary frequency counts and sub-
ject length evaluations were made. This procedure was later 
discontinued, as above noted, due to the repetition of obVi-
ous vocabulary and the growing recognition that other choice 
factors as well as frequency would· be necessary. About 700 
different names and terms were finally listed as being pos-
sibly suitable for these two tests~ 
The division of Test Ill into historical periods was 
based on textbook sectioning as applied to our need for five 
distinct categories. The founding of' Jamestown in 1607 
served to divide ttAge of Explorationtt from ucolonial Period. 
Vocabulary dealing with the Roanoke colony, a very important 
subject, was necessarily placed in the earlier period. 
11World War I to the Present" wa.s not dealt with extensively 
in most textbooks and consequently did not provide a large 
word choice. 
Test IV required that the vocabulary be related speci-
fically to one geographical area and not to another. This 
did not restrict use to geographical terms, but permitted 
inclusion of a wide variety of words which measure historica 
and general information as well. 
- -
e 
l._•Angel o£ the Battlefields• 36._Grand Coulee Dam 'T.L.;__:Pocabontas -~ 
2., __ 1.ppomattox Courthouse 37 ~__.Ulysses Grant . 72._P.once de lieon 
3 .. __JJarbary states,. • · 38._•Great 1'ra.in Bobbery" ?3 .. _ 1tp-oo!: Ric~~sAlmana1111 
UNITED 4.~Battl.e of.Bev Means 39 .. _Nathan H91e 74~_Popets Line 
STATES ;._uBonhomme.-Riche.l'4,. 40._•BUt Moon• 7;._•pum.p priming" 
Yf. • . Balph Btm.che .·. 41. l:Jcimbook 76. Sir. WaJ.ter &U'eigh 
1· •. Age o£ Ex- 8. ·.··Admiral Byr4 42., ~ressment 7'1.· Dr. WaJ.ter Reed 
pl.Oration 9 ._:_.rohn Cabot . · · 4.3 • ..__indentured servants 78~-•Remember the Alamo• 
(1492-1606}10.,_C'alil.pobello Island. 44 • ..__Jamestow ~._uRemember the Maine• 
.. ll .. ...;.,_.Tacques ·Cartier 45~..__J'efferson Memorlal . SO._,.;_Boanoke :Island 
2. ColoniaJ. l2.,_Coronado 46 ..... _;Lea{!)Js o£ Nations · Bl~;;..;;...Theo.dore.Roosevelt 
.Period .13.---•Common Sense" 47._The I,ondon COmpany 82.~"Rough Riders• {ltm-r774} l4.__._cotton gin 4S._~uisiena Purchase ss. __ Saca.gawea . . 
.· . . 15. · 11Croatoan° 49. Lusitania . 84. St. Augustine 
,3. · Revolution- 16. Virginia Dare . SO. Merlveather :t.ewis S5~_11Sep~tist.s• 
ary War to ~7 •--.Charl:es Dawes 51·.......:.. "March to the Sea0 . 86 .. ~Seven .Cities .of GOld 
Civil War , l8._De Soto ··. . ~2._The Ma.rshalLPl.an 87 .. ;__sewingmachine 
(1775-1859). l9 • ....:.:.....Admiral Dewey. 5:3._McComick*s Reaper · 8S • ..._0 Shores of Tripoli•· 
_ 20 • ..-....~n:tt give up the shiplu 54._:._Peter Minuit B9 • .._Sam.UeLSlator 
4. Givillfar 21.---Am.eUa Earheart . . 55.__. "Mlnito~ 90~....._.Spice Xslands 
to World 22&_,;,..JI,ief Ericson 56._Monroe Docttine 9~~Stamp. Tax · 
War. X: · . 2)e....;..."Farewell Address• · 57 .__.Samuel Morse · 92._~ter Stuyvesant 
(1860-191:3) 24•..:.-.Ford~s Theater 58._J.9tP: Amendment 93._TVA · 
_ · 25 • ...._Founding. of .A., F •. of L. S9 ... _:_North.Atlantic Fact 94-·-"Tra.velert' (l:TorseJ 
s. Vqrld llar. 26.,..._J'ohn c. Fremont 60.__;Northwest CJrdinan.ce 9."5._~eaty o:f' . .Vers.a.illes 
I to Pre- 'Zl • ..;..;_French and Indian .Vars 6X.,,__Col._ James CTgl..ethorpe 96.--"Undergro.und Railway" 
sent .(19l4 28._ "the gold rush• 62._•0l.d llickozr" 97._Amerigo Vespucci 
to date}: 29• .... :-'Golden Hind..- 63._._ IIOld SWamp Fox11 98._V:ineland . 
;3Q.,_!tGrif£::tn• 64 • ..__0verland Mall 99._ UVhat hath (bd wroughtltw 
. .31.---.Ga.tuan Locks 65._Thomas .Paine lOO._Eli._lJhitney 
.32._Gettysburg Address 66.,.._Penn'-s Woods lOl._Vild.ern.ess Road 
3:3~-G~ w. Goethals 67._}1Pennsyl'V8Ilia. Gasettel02 • ...._1loger Williams 
34.---.Samuel Gompers 68._eomm. __ Ma.tthev Perry l0:3 • ._John. llinthrop 
35~...:..-vmiala c. Gorgas 69._-rohn J. Pershing 104 • ._._:nn·kto,m 




l~. Northeastern States !._.cadis. 
New England Delalorare 
Pennsyl 'Vania Maryland 
New York. v ... Virginia 
Ne't·T Jersey . 
. 21) Southern':States 
2~~uisa M., Jlcott 
3 • ..._.AppaJ.achiaf!. Barrier 
4._Forl Knox 
;.,_Ha.ttle o:f Saratoga 




Virginia . Florida .· lo.:Bt-eed11's Hill 
N. Caro~ Mississippi :J,l._Lord OOvert . 
s •. Carolina Arkansa$ . • ~·~earlsbad Cavema 
Tennessee .· Louisiana. l3"e_ •carpet-baggers11 
-
Georgia · Oklahoma, . 14e..;.George. Washington Oa.rver 
Alabama Texas 15. 11CD.exmont0 · 
. . · . l6~11Glintonts B,ig Ditch•· 
3• Middle Western States J.7._Cgllege o:f Wil..l.tall_l &.Mary 
Michigan lava · 
Ohio Missouri 
Kentucky . North Dakota 




4. Western states 
Arizona Idaho. 
California Oregon 





lS .. _Col'qlllbia Bivel" 
19._Cum:herland Gap 
20 .• _J'e£ferson Davis 
2l._Erie Cana1 · .... 
22.,;..i1Evergreen State11 
23 .... Father Serra 
24._Pike·ts Feak 
25. fort . Dearborn 
26.,}'ort Sumter 
27 •..;.Fort Vancouver 
. 2B •• cascade Mountains 
29•-"Forty-niners11 
.30 ._Gadsden Purchase 
,31 • ..;.11golden ~ike11 
32e..;.Grand Banks 
3.3._•The Great Di vide• 66.:._ozark Plateau 
.34~_Green Mountain J30ys 67.~Parliament m.n 
35._babitant 68._patroons 
36._Thomas trooker 69:~_•pemmican11 
.37. •Hoosier State• 70. Pi.edril.ont 
.38 .)rouse of Burgesses n.:Zebulon Pike 
.39 .,_HUdson Bay Company 72.~f.laina .. of Abraham 
40 ._nu:u House 7.3-~Point Barrow 
4J. ..... !ndependence Hall, 74 • .._Puget Sound 
42. Corn belt 75. Quakers 
43.:Iriqu<)is 76!'::aea River Valley 
44e_Kittyhat-7k. 77 .. ;.,Sabme R:i ver 
45 • ._lUondike 78._Salt Rivar Valley 
4he Lake lfuron_ 79 •. Sault St. Marie 
47.:Fort teavenworth So.:11sewardta Icebo:x:'l 
1$._•the J.ost colonY'11' 8l..,.J3ierras. . .. 
49 ._.Alexande.r. MacKenzie. 82 • ...,Sio~ Indians 
50., Manitoba. . · 8.3~ Sitka . 
. 5'2~}ra.ritime Provinces 84.:stook yards· ... 
53., ... Matanuska. VSlley .. 85~_Sutters Mill 
54~-m~sa · 86~_Mt. RUshmore 
e 
-~ 
55~~--Mesobi Range 87 ._tundra lichens 
56.:_missions . ss._turpentine . . . 
57. Mohawk Valley 89. Tuskeegee Institute 
;s.)fa.rquis de Montca.J.m. 90.:Mark Twain 
59 . , Monticello 91~ Vicksburg 
60.)iontp~er 9.:2.:Marcus Whitman 
61~ .M>rmon Tabernacle 9.3· Vilamette River Valley 
- . -62._Mount McKinl.ey 94~-"Wizard of Menlo11 
6.3._Mount ROyal 95.,..Woodrow 'Wilson 
64 • ..;.Grand Canyon 96._Yukon Territory 




Notes on Test V, Asia, and Test VI, Africa 
The greatest di.f:ficulty in gathering m.ateri.al on Asia 
and A.frica was that textbooks gave general information about 
areas rather than countries. 
The textbook units on .Afr~ca discussed the continent as 
a whole and not as separate sel.f-governing states. I.f a 
text did discuss one country, it was usually very brie:f and 
concise. It seemed necessary to look to other sources; i.e. 
children 1 s books, geared .for .fi:fth and sixth graders, to 
glean generally known material characteristic.·: o:f one coun-
try so that catego:;r:-ie·s could deal with :five distinctly di:f-
:ferent areas. 
Asia was covered in .fairly good detail in most text-
books. However, again, to avoid selecting material charac-
teristic o:f some or all o.f Asian countries, it was necessary 
to re:fer to other children 1 s books. As an example, rubber 
is grown in India and Southeast Asia; there:fore, it had to 
be excluded .from the text. The Mekong River is generally 
associated with Southeast Asia, but its source is in China. 
Therefore, to avoid ambiguity and to preserve accuracy, it 
was necessary to exclude an item such as this .from the test. 
ft 
mnm ~~w. __________ __ 
ASIA 
1~- ~ 






·1. Borders Black Sea 
-
-.2. The Vale of Kashmir 
3. Irra:~raddy River 
. · .4,!1_Taj Mahal 
;._Inner Mongolia 
6._aun At-sen 
7 ~_Holl8hu Isl-and 
Be .. :~T~Airiv 




... 4. India 
u._aathay 
12. __ :.:vaseo da Gama 
l3e_Ifbme .. of M>hammedan.i sm. 
14._Gobi Desert 
15._Lao~ 
. 16 • .,;_.BOrders Gulf of Aden 
•5e .. Middle East, includ- 17._Collml0dore Perry · 
ing: lS • .......;,_Oambodia 
Saudi Arabia 19. · Seven Years War 
Iran: 20. Birthplace of Buddha. 
Iraq 21. .Yangtze River 
Syria 22. Eorders Caspian Sea 
Jordan 23e__.Diet · 
Israel 24. ___ l~iji Constitution 
Turkey 25.~Agra. 
Lebanon 26._Port Arthur 
e 
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27._Shinto 5.3._Gul.f of Oman 
zs._The Great \fall 54. Madras 
29.'~:..-...Rangoon 55. Kubllai Khan 
.30._Da:Lai. llama ;6~;;_.Hanoi 
.3l • .._Saigon 57 ._Fujiyama 
.32._Nehru. 58._Yersian Gulf 
.3.3·~_:_0pium Var 59,~:;__Battleshi.p.Missouri 
.34._Hoxer Rebellion 60 .. __ First used. paper 
.35 ._Once called. Persia6l.~_Calautta 
,36._:_UFJ.oats on on• 62~_Kua.4. Lumpur 
.37. __ )1!ndustan 6.3~..__lbkahama. 
,38.__.0rigin of Gun.- 64 • .._thasa 
_ power 6;.~__...0rigin of printing 
.39.~~0noe called .SialJI. ... 66~ ......... Benares 
~~__Bom.bay 67~~oross Sea. from 
~~-Manchuria Vladivostok 
42~. Dardanelles 68 ~ First Civil Service 
43~ Singapare -exams · 
44-~......,;.Korea Strait 69·~_:._Mabatma . Gandhi 
. 45._Jain Temples 70 • ......:...once a threat to 
46._Vie~ -Aleutians · 
47._0rlg1:4 of Mani- 7l&.~elhi' 
ohaeism · 72._ ' lYellolr Sea 
4$._Kyoto 'i3~ · Ganges River 
49._Birthplace of. 74._;_Is an Archipelago 
. Zoroaster . 75._Da.v.:td Ben Gurion 
;o._owned Kurile 76._rstanbul 
Islands 77 ._Confucius 
;J..._Bbme of Hinduism_ ?S._sari 










4. 'Belgian· Oonso 
5~ Egypt. 
e e 
!.,_Strait of Gibral.tar . 




~ . Nile Delta 
7. _. ~uatorial zone· 
. s.---.vaal River 
-- 9 .. ~0airo 
10.---.,Ubang:i. River 
l1 ~-• Firat used coffee 
ll2.---....capeto141l 
:t:3._Benr.Y Stana.&~ 
14 • ..._.Alexandli.a · 
ll5~..,;_Durban . . 
.16._._.Zululand 
17 ._._.~t1as Mountains 
rs._._.m.ue. NUe begins 
19• ... Sinai Peninsula. 
20. Aswam Dam 
· · Zl..,....._.A.ra.b League 
22 • .........,0range Free State 
23~----.Phoenician Mariners 
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24._0optic patriarch 49._Aida 
2;.. Diaz 50. Uranium ore 
26. · Leopolaville ;1. Borders. Libya · 
27 .__Borders .Al:geria 52~_BOrders Indian Ocean 
28._._.Gecil Rho_des 53~___B0rders ~e Tangan-_ 
· 29J....._Fez hats · yika · 
30 ._:_...Sa.ez Osnal · 54~~Early Turkish Provine 
.31~-~ruger Nationa.Jl. ;; .. ~King Leopold ll 
_ . Park ._ _ ;6~--.:.,Sul tan _ · .. 
32 • ...._..Hkile Selassie 57.:...:_Myrrh · 
33~ NUometer ;s. Vasco da Gama 
.~ _· ,-
34.---.Uganda River 59~-Rio de Oro 
35A>_Port _Said 6o._Kasbah 
··, :36~....;_Kiinberly' Mines · 6X~~EOer War _ 
,_ 37._CapfJ of Good Hope 62.__:Iilvaded .by' Ancient 
38.--Gul.f· of Aqaba ·Sheba 
39~_Moors · 63._Tabl.e Mountain 
40~_Port Elizabeth 64~--Nasser _ -
41-e.;...._;.Tangier . 6; • ..__0b.ce an Egyptian 
42~.......:.Addis Ababa _ _ _ · · province · 
4.3~_Italian dolnina-. · 66.---.]nng staple. cotton 
· tion · - 67 • -- 8\r.i. tzerland of Afri 
44e_Dr. David 68! ·_ King·Farouk -· · 
Livingstone 69 . .,_Giant llatussi 
45 • ..:.,_Arabi:an Desert 70._Eee.I."est to Spain 
46 • ...._Transvaal. '7l..--.N'earest Turkey 







Notes on Test VII, South America and Mexico 
In selecting·test items for South America and Mexico, 
the main di:f_.ficulty encountered was that o:f lila.IlY knowledges 
overlapping in the South American countries. l\Jlany signifi-
cant facts true o:f one South American_ country are also true 
' 
o:f others. For this reason, it was dif:ficult to cull a list 
o:f words and phrases from the textbooks for the countries 
chosen that were significant an<l; also peculiar to one countr~ • 
• 
'SOUTH .AEERJ:CA 





5~ · Venezuela · 
e e 
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l~~strait-oi' Magellan 24~_VanadiUJl1. 49._Itlo de Janiero 
2._~cisco Pizarro·· 25 • ..._Cara.oas ;o~_Iguassu Falls 
3._Guano Islands 26~_.,~ntezuma 51 • ...-...ftztecs 
4e---...To1teos. 27._._6 0hri.st o;f the 52.;_Cabral 
; • .;.;._Floating Gardens .Andes• statue 5:3~--..Biml.bo.ldt Current 
6 • ....Jngel Falls 28._Cuzeo - . 54~_Tenochtillan 
7 .~Parallels Ghile _ ~' • .-..)ltahualpa . · ;;. Quartz. 
S.~gest Country in S.Jl~. 3a.__.Parana.Ri1rer 56~ Incas . 
-9,e-...-Sa0 PaUlo • . 3l..~Jest o:f. Guianas 57~~dean Lake .Region 
10.:.--.Birthp1aoe of Simon :32.~Copper .. ;s .• __..Ro-sario 
.. _.Bolivar . 33~---Sie.rra. Madras 59~_.:)1aftgauese[; 
-ll • ..._'illcatan Peninsula 34._Maricai'boJ · 60~-._0a.pe Hbrn 
12 • ..-....Sout}l. T~erate zone . 35.~Bee:f 6J..___.Oacao · 
JJ3~---~rtugu.ese o:f:fioial. . 36e;.;,_SUvar . 62~~Highest literacy 
.. Jlanguage . 37 ~--.,Borders Caribbean 63~__.Revo1ution oi' 1910· 
114·---Fa~gonia. · .38.~Rubber. 64. __ Pqpocatepet1 Moun-
:t:; • __ oanao. .39J.........,Monterrey tains 
l6 •• ~ .... J~a Guaira 40. . Borders Ecuador . 65. .. :ta Plata: River 
17 • ....._Pyralnids of Sun and .Moon .4J,:~ . Palnpa · · 66~_:_Drinoco River Basin 
18.,...._.Amar.On Lowlands 42.~aci:fic Ooast 67.~Sugar LoafJloak 
19·~~ather HidalJgo.: 43~_Li:rila 68._Benito. Juarew. 
2JJ.--.19:47 iron ore discovery 44~ .. Vera Ortiz 69?., . l.fest o.f GUianas 
2l.___.Paricutin Vo108ll0: · 45.-Cortes .· 70.-:Bel.em. 
22• ·. Cod':fee Jl:,. · ·· Llalna.s 'll. · Lake Titticaoca 
23.-:-Bb.enos Aires·. 47.-:Petroleum -





ADMINISTRATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
. ' . 
Administration.:::.~ Tlie~p~eliminary test was administered 
to the eight sections of the Elementary Professional Prepa-
ration class of juniors in the School of Education, Boston 
University at the beginning of the second semester, 1959. 
Instructors of these sections administered the tests. Each 
student was provided with a separate direction sheet along 
with a copy of the seven-page test. 
Four of the sections met for an hour and a half, and in 
most cases, they were allowed this entire time. The other 
four sections met only for one hour and it was not possible 
in all instances to allow time for completion o~ the entire 
seven pages at a later date. 
Analysis of Data.-- The purpose of this thesis, as sta-
ted in Chapter I, is to devise a vocabulary test of general 
world. knowledge. Toward this end a preliminary test was ad-
ministered as above stated. This preliminary test contained 
approximately twice the number of items in each of the seven 
sections that were intended to make up the final test. In 
this chapter the procedures used ~o analyze the data and the 
results of this item analysis are outlined. On the basis ot 
the item analysis, 50 items were chosen in each of the seven 
-39-
40 
sub-test areas to be presented as the final measure. 
General aim.of testing.-- Before discussing the actual 
findings it is well to recall the general aim of testing. 
!I' As Greene, Jorgenson, and Gerberich express it, nThe basic 
function of all educational measurement is to place individ-
uals along a defined scale in accordance with differences i 
their ach.ievement'. 11 This .function implies tbat a test have 
a high degree of discriminative power and for a test to have 
this quality as a W,b,ole, the individual items must each have 
2/ 
. discriminative power. Renee, as Wesley describes it, "An 
item that is consistently answered by those who have a lar-
ger total understanding and which is missed by those of in-
ferior total attainment is a good item.n 
·2J· 
Flanagan mentions that unless an author o.f many test 
items writes only items of an entirely uniform degree of ex-
cellence, which would need no improvement by any methods, 
tests usually require refinement and improvement. The items · 
in the preliminary test, then, are analyzed so that only 
those items which do the best job of discriminating between 
pupils of a nlarger total understandingtt and nthose of an 
1/Harry I. Greene, Albert N. Jorgenson, and J. Raymond Ger-
berich, Measurement and Evaluation in the Secondary School, 
Longmans, Greene and Company, New York, 1946, P• 91. 
g/Edgar B. Wesley, Teaching the Social Studies, D. c. Heath 
and Company, Boston, 1942, P• 580. . -
.2,/John C. Flanagan, ••General Considerations in the Selectio 
of Test Items and a Short Method of Estimating the Product-
Moment Coefficient From Data at the Tails of Distribution," 
in Journal of Educational Psychology, Vol. m, <lm.-Dec., 1939. 
41 
inferior total attainment, u would be included in the final 
.fifty items in each test. 
Method of Anal;ysis • .;- The item analysis is conducted 
separately for each test. Due to the difficulties in admin-
istration noted above, the sub-tests are analyzed on di.ffer-
ing numbers of papers. The number of papers analyzed for 
each test depends entirely upon the original format. This 
determined. the order in which the test was taken so that 
Test I, coming first, was takeri by the most students and 
Tests V, VI, and VII, coming last, by the fewest. Test I, 
the Ancient World, is analyzed on 180 papers; Test II, 
EUrope, on 160; Tests III and IV, the Uni~ed States~ on 156 
papers; and Tests V, Asia, VI, Africa, and VII, South Amer-
ica and Mexico, are analyzed on 100 papers. With the tech-
nique of analysis used, the results are stated in generalize 
figures expressing statistical relationships and, thus, are 
comparable. 
4/ 
Kelley•s--: upper and lower groups method of analysis was 
used. In this method the means of the upper and lower group 
are derived from the analysis of the two tails of the normal 
distribution. Although 27 per cent of the cases are often 
used for these two groups, Kelley says that in certain cases 
a slightly smalle~ proportion is justifiable. This study 
uses 25 per cent of the cases for each of the upper and lowe 
i{T· · L. Kelley, ttThe Selection of Upper and Lower Groups .for 
· e Validation o.f Test Items, n Jo~nal of Educational Psy-
chology, Vol. XXX, Jan.-Dec., 19:? • . · . 
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groups in each o~ the sub-tests. 
The index of disc~imination or validity was obtained by 
finding the difference between the percentages of correct 
. I 
responses in the upper and. lower groups. Davis2 states that 
items with discrimination indices above 20 will ordinarily 
be found to have sufficient discriminatory power for use in 
most tests .. 
It may be noted here that item analyses are often per-
formed by using crit:l.cal ratios between the percentage of 
correct responses in the upper and lower groups. In this 
case: 
Critical Ratio = Di~~erence Pl - P2 
s. E. Difference Pl - P2 
s. E·. Dif.ference = ------~?2~~--~~~2-
s. E. Pl + S .. E. P2 
To verify our procedures, several critical ratios were 
§/ 
computed, using the Edgerton tables to determine the 
squares o:f the. Standard Errors ot the Percentages. The re-
sults by both methods were ;found to be similar, although not 
exactly identical since the available tables, Edgerton and 
2/F. B. Davis, "Item Analysis Data - Their Computation and 
Use in Test Construqtion,n Harvard Education Papers, No. 2, 
Cambridge, 1946, p. 28. 
6/Harold A. Edgerton, and Donald G. Patterson, nTables o.f 
Standa~d Errors and Probable Errors of Percentages for Vary-
ing Numbers of Cases,n Journal o~ Applied Psychology, l.O; 
378-391, (September, 19269;. 
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Faxfi are calculated on the basis o.f 27 per cent, not 25 per 
cent. The differences are incidental. 
An index of the mean item difficulty of each item was 
also computed, since item difficulty is another important 
means of considering an item, although it is secondary to 
item validity or discriminative power. 
Findings.-- Tables A-! to A-VII present the complete 
data from the item analysis of each sub-test. They give the 
. ' 
percentage of correct responses in the upper and lower 
groups, the index of discrimination and the index of mean 
item difficulty for every item. 
2/0hu~g-Teh Fan, Item Analysis Table,.Educational Testing 
Service, Princeton, New Jersey, 1952. 
e Table A--I - Item .Analysis of Test 1 
~ Item Categp~ % of Top % of .LoJt Diffe L.J 
-~~ ~ ~. P1-P2 .. -~ 
1 Punic Wars 3 35.5 22.2 14 2$ 2 ~igris and Euphrates 4 46.7 0.7 46 24 3 Sinai Peninsula 1 13 .. 3 o.o l1.3 7 
4 ~eritms 4 64.0 13.3 51 39) 
5 Rosetta Stone 1 51 .. 2 13.3 .38 32 
6 site of ~oy 5 ll.l o.p 11 6 
7 Age of Pericles 2 86 .. 7 20.1 67 53 8 Etruscans 3 33.3. 8.9.' 24 21. 
9 UKnow thyself" 2 64.4 33·3 .31' 49] (,l10 scarabs 1 55 .. 5 26.8 29 1.1 l1 Chaldean astrologers 4 4Q.o·· 2.2 .3S 21. 12 victory a.ver Pyrrhus 3 ll~l 11.1 0 ll 
13 .Alexandria. 1 71 .. 2 24·4 47 48 
14. cunei:for.m 4 17.8 8.9 9 13 15 f'ounded Carthage 4 24.4 2.2 22 13 J.6 ~es and Penates 3 24·4 2.2 22 J3 17 lferodotus 2 44--5 13.3 31 29} 18 Hegira 5 44.5 2.2 42 23 19 plain of Attica 2 42·3 8.9- 33 26 
,.--- 203 Talmud 4 80.2 66.7 14 73 
._) 21. Medina 5 37.0 4·5 32 21. 22 Fertile Crescent 4 6o.J. 17.8 42 39 2.3 pentathlon 2 42.3 4.5 .38 23 
24 Tiber River· 3 44.-5 8.9) 36 27 25 Hera 2 .33.4 2.2 .31 18 26 . Jordan River 4 ss.cw 55.6 .3.3 72 27 Mecca 5 82 .. 2 15.6 67 49' 28 Ikbnaton 1 40.~(0) 6.7.' 3.3 23 29:1 Damascus 4 44 •. 5 4.5 40~ 24 . .; .: 30 .· Medea 5 17 .. 8 2.2 16 l'O 
3l odes of Forace .3 40"e0 4·5 .36 2Z 3~ between Ionian and Aegean 2 71 .. 0 20.1 51' JJ; 
33. Koran 5 77~7 22.2 56 so: 
34 .sha.doof l! 2.2 o.o 2 1 
35 origin of Islam.. 5 91.0 31 • .5 6o. 61. 
36 SOJ.omon 4 84.5 37.8 47 6I. 
37 papyrus 1 82..2 .3.3.4 49 58 





(-', 4 Phoenicia1 FaJ.estine, Mesopotamia 
"-" 
5 Persia1 . Arabia, .. Turkey 
II II 
Table A-I ... ·Item. .Anal.ysis . ot. Test l 
~ Item . C!ttegorrt % of Top_ . 
12· 
39 lotus blos$)ms ~ 
/1) nutarch t" s .Livas 2 
'!41 demos 2 
42 temple at Xamak l 
43 T,yrian .. J'Ul'llle 4 
44 8~ of the ancient world0 l:. 
45 Ninevsh 4 46 fell in 476 .A, D. 3 
47 Thebes. l 
48 Battle at Marathon 2 
49 embalming J; 
50 :t):rics..of Sappbo 2 
51~ "The die is cast• 
.3 52 Aeschylus 
53 Pass at ThermopyUJ.e 
54 Appian \Tay 
55 Phidias 
56 lfammura.bi t s code 
57 tribune .. 
58 Piraeus 
5$ walls of Jericho 
6o early surveying 
61 "bread and circuses" 
·.62 Aesop *'s .fahl..es 
63 Dead Sea 
64 Pantheon 




69.'' City of Seven Bllls 
70 Gulf of' Corinth 
7l It'zantium 
72 Traj ant--s column 
73 Sea of' Mamara. 
74 cap, of East, Roman Jijnpire 
75 eUp of' hemlock 
76 public baths 
*Categories:: 
_l Egypt . 
2 Greece 
3 Rome 
4 Phoenicia, Palestine, Mesopotamia 































































66 .. 7 
84~ 















































































i'ahte .A"':'I. - Item Analysis of_ Test 1 
Item -~--
-1I2· 
. 77 Hippocratit;l~Oa:th 
78 Ba ' . ' 
79:· cedars of Lebanon 
so Hellas 




85 battle at BeY- .of- SaJ.am:is 
86 Ifanging Gardens 
87 A:natolia 
88 •beneath the yoke• 
89) obelisk 
*Categories&: 
1 Egypt . 
·2 Greece 
3 Rome 
Oate~ 1 of Top, 
- . ~-
·. ... . 
2 6S~CW 
1 57.~ 




l' 22 .. 2 
3 35 .. .5 





4 Phoenicia,- ·pallstine1 Mesopotamia 











2 .. 2 




















".41 .... .. 24 
47 
Table A-II -. Item Analysis of_ Test 2 
., -
Qa.tegoJ;:yi!:. :~·%:'of' Tcu): $ of_ Lowest ~. 
. . --~----- ~ -· -Pl-P2 
l Ranilymede l 
2 Alhambra 4 
3 . Victor-~ II 4 
4 Lake Lucerne 3-
; Estonia 5 . 
6 Frederick the Great 3 
7 -Sofia 5 .. 
S Co-operative _Unions 2 
9 Armenia 5 
10 •Auld Lang ~e• :l. 
ll ELsinore Castl.e 2 
12 Whi tsuntide ll. -
13 Bastille. Da7 4 
1:4 Borgia Famil.y -- 4 
_ 15 Wyclliffe- Bible :L 
l6 Bismarck 3-
17 War of the Roses 1~· 
18 Cervantes -_ ~ 
19~: st. Moritz ·- 3 
20 to:fotan _ Ish.nd.s - 2 
2J,.:. Iberian Peninsula .4 -
~ caspian sea 5 _ 
23 "Magna Carta• l. 
24 Enera.ld Isle . I 
_ 25 Pla:ins of Thessaly ;· _ 
26 Caviar 5-
27 11The Little Corpora1• _ 4 
28 Sistine_ Chapel. - 4 · 
29' .Appenines . 4 
30 Michelangelo 4. 
31 Alfred No bel 2 
32 Oslo 2 
33 Reign of Terror 4 
_ -.34. Feter the. Great 5 
'35 . Pomes~ .Book 1 
36 Serbia. 5 
37 ~tterhorn 3 
:3S. James- Watt l:. 
39· Red Square 5 















































































1 British. Isles 4 So~mtet?tern·; Eutope~ including::. Spain, 
2 Smm.dinavia. aJid Finland - FriUlce; ... J:tal.Y'' _ 
3 cent.1"al. Europe,: including:; Ge~. ·.A.ustrirt- Sit.ttzerland 
Table A-Ir. -. Itelll .Anal.ysis of Test 2 
Item Catego~ ~-of .. ToJ2.-~- oi Llvest .. Diff .... 
~.-_.·. ·-~ Pl-P2 
4ll PBig Ben11 . :I. 98 4.3 55 
42 Dreyfus Case 4 55 .10 45 
43 lllelvetia 3 18 o· 18 
44 Bims 3 68 33 35 
45 Roger Bacon 1 90- 25 65 
46 UVo1ga. Boatmen• 5 68 J.5 53 
47 PO River 4 68 5 63 
48 To.1'stoy 5 9B 68 25 
49 Moors 4 6Q) 3 57 
50 Beefeaters :r . liY 3 .37 
51 Hapsburgs 3 85 4$' 37 52 Belfast l . 6.3 15 48 53 Pindus M:nmtains -;. 8 5 3 54 Land of 1000 Lakes 2 IJ), . 20 20.· 
55 ·Dunkirk 4.·.- 2.3 3 20 ;6 Tsar 5 98 68 :30'· 57 Estates Genera.:ll 4 7a. 8 62 58 Ukraine 5 93 60' .3.3 59;; ~~Eternal. Cityh . 4. . 75. 20' 55 60' League of Nations Ifittrs • -. 
.3 7fi• 28 42 6J.· :Pelopennesus 5 20 .3 l.7 62 Ural:. Mountains 5 8,3 1.3 70 63 Flamenco' 1{ 88 10. 7S 64 Brabins 3· ·gg,: 45 43 65 Master Race 3 8tl ·. 15 65. 
66 Garibaldi 4 90' 25 65 67 Ob River 
. 5 .. 18 3 l:5 68 •Canterbury Tal.es" 1: 93 w 48 
.69,) BBJ.l.. of Mirrors 4' 63 .; 58 
70' Ca.rd.i££. :U. .30'' 0 
.30 
.?l. llNU.toracker Sai.te11: 5 58 23 35 72 Sibelius 2 
-43 0 43 73 HUguenots 4 70' 20 5o. 
74 Tria1. by' Jury 1 75 38' 37 
75 Cas sacks 5 so· 20 60 76 Ignatius Loyola 4 70'' 10 60: 
77. Cathedral. .. of Saint Ba~Jil 5 2.3 a- 23 78 Trygvie Lie 2 60 3 57 
7$ 1066 A"' n~ 1 73 10 63 
so Tito: 5 /1) 23 17 
'OategQr:i.es;: . 
I British.ISles 5 'Balkan' Countries and Russia 
2 Scandinavia .and Finl.e.nd 
.3 Centrai·Europe, incl.udingt: Germ~, Austria,: ~dtzerland 













































!l'able A-II _; Item Analysis of Teat 2 
It Catego,£t., . ~of ToiL ~ of Iiol!mst ,, Diff •-·· , ~ ~ .. ~· ~ Pl-P2, 
SJ. Petraroh 4 50 8 82 Go.ethe 3 73 15 8,3 Rol.'Qldheads l- 68' 8' 
84 BirthJ)l.ace of. ;r erm:y Lind 2 '38 Q': 85 Diesel Engine 3 15 J.O 86 Disraeli ··J. .:> -~70: J.O 87 Caucasus Mountains 5 58 cr 88 Bri.ttany 4 55 .3 89 Lol"elei 3 2.3 0 
9,0 Luther· 3. - 85 30 
9l.L Isaac N"ewton 1' 8; ll5 9-2 Catherine the G:reat 5 83 15 9-~ Jutlimd. 2 30 5 9'.4 Dresden China 
.3 45 5 ~ BU.cbareat 5 58 :tOJ· 
'96 Arch of Tri'tmlph 4 9:5 6o .. - . 97 Carpathian Mountains · 5 25 0 9S Red Cross lieadqtlarters. 3 -45 5 ~ Gallleo·· I+. 8101 '.30 
·oo Gu1.f of Botlmia 2 8 3 
tegories:: • 
1 British" Isles ... 
2 Scandinavia and Fitil.and 
3 Central Europe, illcJ:ridingi Ger.m.any, . Austrla., Sv.i.tzerl.and 
4 . Southwestern Etl:l'ope, incil'Q.d.il:lgt ._Spain, France, .Ital;y' 













































· Tabl.e. A-n:t -- .Item. Analysis of Test 3 
rt ~- Ca.teSQtt* ~-or Tan -~ of Lo1mst,.- Diff. •. .Mean 
-~· --~-- ~ -Pl-P2 rtam 
~· 1 ".Angel: of the :&;Ltt1e ... . 1~. 
fields• 4 46 5 AI 26 
'2 Appomattox CoUrthouse 4 77 21. 56 49"· 
3 Barbar,y' sta.t~s 3 33 l.iO 23 :~.22 
4 BatUe o£ New- Or1eans 3 5l' 28 23 /1)" 
5 11Bonbomme Ricb.ud•· 3 ;1.: 15 36 33 6 (Quitted :rrolll. orig.i nal_ by __ error l 
7 :RaJ.y;)h Bunohe 5 -"59! 33 26 46 s Admiral Byrd 5 77 $.: 26 64 9.' John Cabot 1' 77. 18 59? f~ ... 10 Campobello Island 5 4h 8\ ,38 27 ll Jacques Cartier 1 77' 26 5J. 52 12 Coronado ·:t 74 lO 64 ·42 13 "Common Sense• _2 72 13 591 4:3 l4 cotton gin 3 69J 33 36 51' 15 •eroatoan" 1'. a 3 5 6 16 Virginia Dare 2 56 13 43 35 1:7 Oharl.es Dawes 3. 2.1. 3 18 12 18' DeSoto 1 CJJ/ 51! 46 71+ 
:to/) Admiral. Dewey' 4 -44 8 36 26 
'J1J nDon't give up the shipJii 3 51.: 10 AJJ .3l. Zl .Amelia. . Ear heart 5 69. 15 54 42 22 Lief Ericson. :c ~- 44- 5l.. 70·_ 23 -nFarewell .Address• 3 46 8 38-- 27 24 Ford1:s Theater 4' 79) 23 56 5J. 25 Found:lng of, A. F •. of.L. 4' 56 -26 :;o· ~-26 J'olm c •. Fremont . · .· 3 44 2.3 21 
.34 Zl French and Indian .Wars 2· 67 51: :t6 5-<Jf ~: nthe gold rush• 3 .77 % 41:- 57 29"- nGo1den Hind• l 13 a 1::3 7 
.3Q'; UGrlffinU 1 3 0. 3 2 
.31' Gatuan Locks 4 8 a~ 8 4: 32 Gettysburg Address 4 ,<JOY• . 44 46 67 33 G •. l1. Goet~s 4 1:5 3 J:2 <I· 34 Stunuel! Gompers -- 4 67 1.8 49:· 43 35 lfj l J:i 8ll1 c. Gorgas 4 ll3 5 8 9.1 36 Grand Coulee Dam 5- 77 18 SCJ• I$ 37 UJ.ysses Grant 4 9.0- 59J .3I 71J; 38' •Great 1Ta.in. Bobbery'l 
-4 59": "18': ~ 39> -- -3<J :trathall BilJ:e 3 49) 28 21. .39.) 4f) 
-•mu.:r Moon• 1:' .33 3 30 18 
Categories:: __ . 
l. Age of ~loration (l49g.;..:L6G6l· 5 Vorid Var I to Present (l.9l4 
2 COloniu Period (l607-1774l' . . _ . to--date) 
3 Revol.utio~ liar to: Civil.Var (l775=1S5~) 
4 Civil. lfar to "iorl.d :War :t {l.$60.,.J.9l:3l . 
. . . . ' 
51 
e Table A-III: ... ;ttam Analysis of Test .3-
I tam Item Categore: % of Top·. $ of' .!Dwest, Diff., --~ No .. .-




-41 hornbook 2 44 5 .39) 25 
42' ±m.pressment 
.3 59) 1.3 46 .36 4.3 indentured servants 2 67 2.3 44 45 
44 J'amestow. 2 9J) 51. .39 71 45 Jefferson ~rial 5 . 36. 2I 15 29] 
4h League of Nations 5 <;~ 72 20: 82 
47 The London Comp~ 2' 5<J! 28 31 44 
48 Louisiana Purchase 3 87 :28 5<I: 58 49) (Omitted- typographica.J. error) 
50 Meriweather Lev.ts 
.3 4£>· .3 43 25 
51 "March to the sea• 4 64' 0 64 .3~ 52 The Marshall Plan 5 9» ·51:. 44 73 
53 McCormick:'"s Reaper 3 41 15 26 28 
54 Peter Minuit 2 59' 18 41 .39' 55 JIM:>ni tor" 4 54 10 44 32 56 Monroe Doctrine 
.3 74 26 1$ 50 57 Samuel. Morse 
-.3 28 J.S 10 23 58 19-th Amendment 5 59.' 2S 31 44 59 North Atllantic Pact - 5 85 41 44 6.3 60. _ NorlhVest ~ce· 
.3 62. J.S 44 1IJ 
• 
61. Col~~ .Tames Oglethorpe 2 46 g 38 27 62 . 1t0J.d Hick:aey11 . 3 85 18 67 52 6.3- ~ "'l.d S\Jalnp Fox'l 
.3 18 5 13 12 64 Overl.and Mail 3 59J 5 54 32 65 · · Thomas Paine 2 69· 18 5I 44 66 Penn*'s Woods 2 59) Zl. .38' 40 67 ·"Penusy1 vania. Gazette• · 2 4J. 8 .33 25 6S CODnn. Matthew Perr;r • 3 .26 18 8 22 69 .fohn J. Pershing 5 72 28 44 ;a 
'70' "Fin taP~ :t. 9lJ 36' 54 63 71 }?Ocahontat;~ 2 74 41 .33 58 72 Ponce de Leon 1 97 72. 25 S5· 73 11poor Richardt's Almanac• ~-· .62 I5 47 39) 74 Pope ''s Line .. 18 18 
-
li. 0 9) 
75 1tpump priming• 5 0 o: o· o; 
76 Sir Walter Raleigh 1 44 15 29· .30 77 Dr. Walter Reed. -- 4 46 15 .3l. 31' 
7$ "Remember the Al.amo11 3 62 38 24 ;o: 79 11Remember the~ ;Ma,in.e• · 4 64 ·21 43 4.3 sa Roanoke Island 1 31 5 26 J.S 
Categories: · 
1 Age of-~loration ·(1492-1606} 
2 Colonial. Period (1607-1774) · . 
.3 Revolutio:p.a.ry Va.r to CivilJlar .. (l775-l859l · 




e Table A-m - Item Ana:l.ysis of Test 3 
~· ~. crate gore~ .~ o:f TO:Q· !!g, •. 
. 25~ 
81 Theodore Roosevelt 4 79.1 82 "RRugh Riders 4 79 83 Sacaga\orea 3 18 
84 St. Augustine 1 54 85 ~Separatists• 2 28 
86 Seven Cities-of Gold 1 46 87 sewing machine 3 26 88 "Shores of Tripoli• 3 15 
89 Samuel. Slator 3 2J.. 90) Spice ISJ.ands 1 4l 
91 Stamp Tax 2 82 
9.2 :Peter Stuyvesant 2 9.5 
93 TVA 5 9,2 
94 8 Traveler• (Horse) 4 5 
9:5 Treaty of Versailles 5 64 96 ~~Underground JUailwq" 3 36 
97 Amerigo Vespueci. 1 95 
98 Vineland l 36 
99 l~Hbat hath God ·wroughttn 3 8 
r-OO Eli Whitney 3 7g 
~01 Vi1demess Boad 2 8 
r-02 . Roger ll:t1Hams 2 9.2 
D3 J'obn 'Winthrop 2 85· 
~04 Ybrktouri .3 56 
05 Bull Rim 4 . 62 
*Oa.tegories:· . 
l Age o:r Exploration {149_2...;1606):. 
· 2 COlonial Period (1607-1. 774) . 
.3 ReVt;>lutio~ War to. Civ.U.llar (1775-18591' 
4 c.t v.U 'War to World War I (;t860-19l3} 
5 World Var I to· Pres~t (19JL4 to 9a,te) 


























































fable A-IV. - Item .Ana.l:ysis of Test 4 
Item Item Gategor;ziif -~of ToJ2 ~ of Lozmst. ~· Mean 1!2· ~- ~- Pl-P2 ~ 
Dif~. 
l Acadia 5 69 18 5J. 44 2 Louisa Mq Alcott l 82 4J. 41: .. 62 
3 Appalachian Barrier 2 31 ~0 2l 2l 
4 Fort Knox 3 56 2l 35 39? 
5 Battle of Saratoga 1 74 26 48 ;o 
6 B$ri.ng St~ts 5 87 28 59~ 58 
7 &ise 4 82 18 64 50 
8 boll-veevil 2 87 62 25 75 
fj) Boonesboro 3 5J. 2l 30 36 
10 Breed's Hill 1 51 18 33 35 
ll Iiol."d OaJ. vert 1 4J. 5 36 23 
l2 Carlsbad Ca-ve=s 4 36 8 2S 22 
I3 •carpet-baggers• 2 9Il 69 21. so 
lJ4 George Washington Carver . 2 «).5 5J: 44 73 
15 •Clermont11 l 3l 3 28 17 
16 •Clinton•·s Big Ditch11 1 31 3 28 ~7 
17 College of WilHam & Mary 2 87 46 4J. 67 
l8 Col.umbia River 4 4tf-J 5 44 27 
19 Oumberland. Gap ' 2 26 3 2.3 15 
a:r Jefferson l)arts 2 87 21. 66 54 
21. Erie Canal l. <tO' 26 64 58 
22 "Evergreen State• 4 Zl:. g· 1.3 15 
2.3 Father Serra 4 44 3. 41 24 
24 :Pike t-s .·Peak 4 9D 28 62 59.'' 
25 Fort Dearborn 3 41 5 36 23 
26 Fort Sumter· 2 82 33 49; 58 27 Fort Vancouver 5 .38 0 .38 19 28 · Cascade Mountains 4 2l 0 2l l1. 
29> "Forly-niners• . 4 100 77 23 89 30 Gadsden Purchase · · 4 82 15 67 49J 
31 11golden spike• 4 51 18 33 35 
.32 Grand Banks 5 54 8 46 31 
33 •The Great Divide• 4 49J 10 .39 30 34 Green lbuntain Bays l 85 2S 57 57 
35 habitant 5 13 0! 13 7 
*Categor::tesl · 
1 Northea~tern States (Nev England-.Pennsyiwnia.,.lfev YOrk-Nelr Jersey-. 
Dela.vare-&r7land-lvest Virginia) · . 
2 SOuthern States (Virginia-North Carolina-South Oa.rolina-Tenne.ssee-
Georg:l.a-Alabama.-Florida-Mississippi.;.Arkansas-Louisiana-Qkla.holna.-Texa.s 
3 Middle Western States (Michigan-Qhio-Kentucky-Indiana-Visconsin-IlJ :t:oo:t ~ 
Mixmesota-Io-wa~Iissouri-North Dakota-SOuth. Dakota-Nebraaka.-Kansas} . 
4 Western States (Arizona~or.nia-Colora.do-Eontana-N'evada.-New Mexico-
Id.a.ho-Qregon-Utah..;.Waehington-Wyc)ming) 
e. 5 Alaska and. Canada 
54 
Table A ... IV ... Item .balya,is of Teat 4. 
~ . Categg~t~: ~·of To:e . % of Lowest,_ .~., _Mean 
.!g_q -~ ~- PJ..,;,.P2 rtem 
.36 Thomas Hooker 1 56 46 m:&!· 10 . .33 
.37 nBb.osier State" .3 79' 28 51 54 
38 BOuse of l;lurgesses 2 79' 18 ~ 4r!I' 
.393 Bhdson Bay Company 5 u .3 .38 22 
/IJ Hbll libuse .3 51 0.' 51 26 
41 :rDdepend.ence Ball I 95 46 49' 7l. 
42 Corn B~t .3 9.0. 4h 44 6S 
4.3 rriquoia -1 ... 51 a• 5l 26 
44 Kittyha~ 2 :46 8 .38 %! 
45 Klondike 5 82 1.3 69' 4$ 
1/J Iiak:e llill'on .3 72 26 46 49) 
47 Fort Leaven-worth .3 .38' m 28 24 
/$' ~he lost· colonrr 2. .59: 5 54 .32 
49 Alexander Ma.c'Kenrle .· 5 10 a 10 5 
50 Ma.rii to ba.- 5 . . 9.0: 10 so 50 
51 (Omitted from original. teat by error) 
52 Maritime hovinces · 5 ·· · 74 10 64 42 
5.3 Matanilaka Valley 5 .38 0 .38 19:' 
54 mesa. ·4 85 ];5 70- 50 
55 Mesobi Range .3 26 0 26 1.3 
56 missions 4 69.! 5 64 .37 
57 Mohawk Valley 1. 82 15 67 49) 
58 Marquis . de Montca.lm. 
' 
2S 0 28 14 
59"; MonticellO· 2. 72 10 62 4l 
60. Montpelier l' 87 '2J. 66 54 
6l. 1-brm.on Ta.bernaCJ..e 4 S5 8 77 47 62 , . MQunt MeUnl.ey 5 1.8 5 1.3 12 
6.3 M61mt Royal. 5 .3.3 1.3 20 2.3 
64 Grand Canyon 4 9-Q 6g; 2J. so 
65 New Am.aterdaln. ·1 97 46 51. 72 
66 Ozark Plateau '.3 .33 5 28 19~ 
67 Parliament B':Ul 5 a· o.· 0 0 
68 patroons 1 3.3 3 .30 18 6g:; •peiDillican11 3 a a.: o: Q 
70. PiednlQnt 2 44 8 .36 26 
*Categories:- . . ... 
1 Northeaf;Jtern States (New England-Pennsylvania-N'ew Thrk-New Jersey-
Dela1-r.u-e-Maryland4Test ·Virginia} _ . 
2 Southern States. (Virginia-North Carolina-SOuth Ca.:rolina-:Tennessee-
. Georgia.-AJ.abama-Florida...P~ss~ssippi-Arkansas-Louisiana41 aboma..~Texa.s : 
.3 Midc:U.e Western States (Michigan-ohio-K~tucky-tndiana-}1isconsin-TI 1 1noi · 
lti.nnef!ota-Io~-Missouri-Nbrth Da.kota.;..south ·nakota-N'ebrask:a~Kansas)' · 
4 Ve$tern States_ {Arizona-Callf'oi-nia~Colomd.o-Montana-N'evada-Jlfew Mex:tco-
Idaho-Clregon-U:tah-Vashington-Wyoming} 




Table A-IV - Item Analysis of Test 4 
.. 
ttem: . Gatego~; % of Top .. · ~ of Lowest D:tf.f',. ··~ 
·~· ~ ~· Pl-P2 ·Item Dii't. 
7l:.: .. :.·Zebulon Pike 4 3.3 s 25 21: 
72 · :Plains. of .Abraham. 5 ~.3 0~ ~.3 7 
73 P.oint B~ 5 
-'3 3 .;a· 18 74 guget SOund 4 A4 5 3<1 25 
75 Quaker~ J. ~-. 64 31: so 
76 ~d lC.ver Valley 3 ~5 13 2 14' 
77 Sabine .River 2 s· 5 3 7 
78 Sa1't River Valley 4 59 23 36 .u 
79 Sault St~ Marie 3 .· 2J. 3 18 l.2 so nsewarcil' s IceboX" 5 9~2 36 56 64 
81 Sierras. 4. 92 46 46 6g.· 
82 Sioux· Indians . . 3 ·. A4 8 36 26 
83 Sitka 5 23 3 20 13 
84 stock yards 
.3 85 13 72 4o/' 
85 SUtters Mill 4 4h· 0 46 23 86 :MOunt Rttsbmore 3· 15. 0 15 8 87 tundra lichens 5 67 13 54 ftl• 
88 turpentine · 2 .3J: 0 31 16 89 .. · ~1'Uskeegee Institute 2 62 ~5 47 _391 
90···~k Twin 
.3 36 18 ~g 27 9l · Vicksbarg 2 85 15. 70 50 92 Marcus Whitman · 4 15 0:: 15 8 
·~ li:i1lamette River Valley · 4 15 o· . 15 8 
9'4 liWizard of ~nlo• . . J.. 15 3 J.2 9.-:; 
<16' Woodro\r Wilson l: 54. J.S 36 36 ~ ~on Territory 5 en .31'- 66 64 
Categories:· . · . . . . · 
~ Northeastern States {Nev Engl and-Peimsy1'Vimia.-New YOrk-New Jersey-
-· · DeJ.av8.re-Mary1and-West· Virginia} · · · · 
2 Southern States {'virginia-North Ca.rolitla;..south Carolina-Tennessee-
. Georg:ta":".Alabama-Florida-Mississippi-.Ar~sas-Louisiana-Dklaboma""!Texas : 
.3 Middle. Western States {Nicbigan-Ohio-Kentueky-Indiana-'Wisconsin-Illinoi 
Minnesota .... Io~-Mis$0Ul"i-North. l;)akota-Bou'bh .Dakota-Nebraska"!"Kansas l 
4 Western States · CArizona-California-COlorado...Jl10ntana-lfevada-Nev Mexico-
Idallo-O.regon...;Utah...vTashington-Wyoming} · e 5 .AJ.aska. and Canada 
56. 
e Table A-V • Item Analysis of Test 5 ~ Item. ~tegQutt· . ~ gf To:n. ~ of !il;iJmst . ~ • ~ ~·~ ~- ~· Pl-1!& , Item 
-- Diff • .. .. l Borders Black Sea 5 92 48 44 70 2 The Vale of Xasbmir 4 52 12. Jl) :32 
:3 :£rra.waddy River 2 12 4 g g 4 Taj Mahal 4 96 32 64 64 
5 lbner Mongolia · :3 9'2 16 76 '54 6 Sun li'at-sen 3 76 44 .32 60 7 Honshu Island 1 6S 4 64 36 s Te1=Av:Lv ; 88 76 12 82 
9.' Treaty· of PortSIIlOuth 
. ' 1 20 g 12 l4 
10 Bangkok 2 52 12. IIJ :32 ll Cathay ., 60 60 0 60 
I2 Vasco da Gaina 4 32 12 :?!) 22 1':3 Bbme or Mohammedanism 5 92 48 44 . 70 
14 Gobi Desert 3 12 0 12 6 15 La.o.s 2 /1) 8 32 24 16 Borders Gulf of Aden 5 ,36 0 .36 18 11 Commodore Perry 1 72 20 52 46 18 . CBm.bodia. 2 ;6 8 48 32 19 Seven lea.rs War 4. 8 4 4 6 20 Birthplace of' Bu.d.dha 4. 4fJ 4 .36 22 21.' Yangtze River 
.3 60 44 16 52 e 22 Borders Caspian Sea 5 6S 24 44 46 23 Diet ·1 20 0 20 10 
24 Meiji Constitution 1 12 0 12 6 25 Agra 4 0 0 0 o: 26 Port Arthur _ 3 20 4 16 12 27 Shinto l 84 8 76 46 28 The Great Vall 3 100 40 60 70 29 Bango on 2 56 0 56 28 3Q Dalai. Lama 3 20 0 20 10 31 Saigon 2 60 0 60 30 
.32 Nebru 4 92 .. 64 28 7S 
.3.3 Opium War 3 84 20" 64 52 
.34 Boxer Rebellion 3 64 24 Ill' 44 
.35 Qnce calledPersia ; <J6 48 ~ 72 :36 '7.Loats on Oil.11 ; 84 :36 48 60 37 Hindus tan 4 68 2.0 48 44 3S Origin of gtmpo"Vtder 3 64 4 60 34 
.39 Once called Siam 2 100' 24 76 62 40 Bomba:y 4 88 56 :32 72 
*Categeries:: 
1 Japan 
'2 Southeast Asia1 including:; Burma, Tbailand, Mala:ya., Indochina 
:3 China 
4- India e. ; Middle East, including:- Saudi Arabia, Iran, Iraq, Syr.i.a1 Jordan, Israel 
· · Turkev.. T.A i:·u:rnnn 
5 
Table A-V - Item Analysis of Test 5 
~ Item Cate~ ~·of. To:e, i.of.Low§]. . Difi' •. Mean 




l.l. Manchuria 3 52 44 .. 7-J+ .. 42 Da.rd.a:nelles 5 76 16 60 4h 43 Singapore 2 2S a ~ l.4 
44 ~rea, Strait l 44 4 40' 24 
45 Jirl.n Tem:PJ.es 4 12 4 s 8 
46 . Vietnam 2 ss s so 1$ 
47 Origin of Manichaej.sm 5 ~6. 0 16 g 
48 Iqoto· 1. ss 16 72 52 
49) Birlhplaee of ZOroaster 5 44 g· 36 26 50 OWned Kurile Islands 1. 28 a 2S 14 
51 lf6me o£ Hinduism 4 76 32 44 54 
52 Gulf of Siam 2 84 J.2 7/Z 4S 53 Gulf of Oman 5. 32 4 2S J.S 
.54 Madras 4 40 s 32 24 55 Kublai. Klmn 3 32 16 J.6 24 56 Blmoi 2 24 0 24 12 57 Fu.jiyama. l 100 4$ 52 74 58 Persian Glllf 5 92 2S 64 60 
59) Battleship Missouri l (:JJ 12 1$ 36 
60 First used paper 3 52 8 44 30 
• 
6J. Ca:tcutta 4 96 36 60' 66 62 Kual.a Lumpur 2 4:- 0 4 2 63 YOke.hama .].; 9.2 36 56 64' 
64 Lbasa 3 s Q g 4 65 .. Origin of printing 3 56 . 4 52 30 66 ·Benares 4 s 0 8 4 67 Across :t:rom Vladivostok J. 52 Q 52 26 6S First Civil. Service exams 3 32 4 28 :t8 69 lifahatma Qandhi 4 100 40 60 70 
70 Onee threat to lleutians l 6o 4 56 . 32 7l Delhi 4 88 32 56 60 
72 Yellow Sea :3 84: 2S 56 56 
73 Genges River 4 76 8 68 42 74. Is an Archipelago .. J. 21 a 20 1:0 
75 David Ben Gurion 5 92 64 28 78 76 Istanbul. 5 92 60 32 76 77 ConfUcius 3 J.OO 84 J.6 92 ?8 Sari 4 56 28 28 42 
7(j Ancient Mesopotamia 5 96 36 60 66 
so Mao Tse-tung 3 1.00 1$ 52 74 
*-Categories;: 
1: Japan 
... 2 Southeast AsirJ., ineJ.ud.i.Iig:= Burma, Tha:il and,. :Malaya, Indo.ehina. 
3 China 
e 4 India 5 Middl.e East, ineJ.u~ Saudi Arab:i,a., . Iran, . Iraq, Syria, Jordail, :rsra 
Turk Lebailo 
58 
TabJ.e .A~ VI. - _ Item .Ana.lysis of 'Test 6 
Item nsm. &tegg~ ~of. ToJ2. %·.of. Loyest,. -~·· .. , Meali 
Eg. •. ~- ~- PJ..-P2 .. Item: 
I Strait of Gibraltar :3 _64 
Diff~. 
l:2 52 38' 
2 !ted Sea 5 84 20 64 52 
.3 CS.sal;>J.Qca ·3 84. 20 64 52 
4 once. called Abyssinia . 2 56 Q' 56 2.S 
5 Johannesburg JJ. 96 44 52 70 
6 Nile Delta 5 9.6 56 40 76 
7: Equatorial Zone 4 so -24 56 52 
8 Vaal River 1 4 0 4 2 
9J Cairo 5 9h 68 2S. 82 
10 Ubangi River 4 56 20 36 38 
ll First used coffee 2 16 0 16 8 
12 Cape Town l. 91J 44 52 70 
13 Henry St~ey 4 :32 0 32 16 
I4 .AJ.e:xandria 5 76 40 36 58 
J.J5 nttr.ban 1 8 0 8 4 
1:6 Z'ululand· 1 24 4 20' 14 
17 Atlas MJuntains 3 8 0 g 4 
18 Inue Nile begins 2 16 0 16 8 
19) Sinai -:Peninsula 5 68· ·' . 16 52 42 
20 Asmun · Da:tn. 5 44 a~ 44 22 
21: Arab League 5 SOl: 20 60: 50 
• 
22 Olimge Free State 1 32 0 .32 16 
23 Phoenician :Mariners 3 16 '4 12 10 
24 Ooptie Patriarch 5 0 0 0 0 
25 ~z;. 1 44 4 40 24 26 :teopo1dville 4 40 0 40' 20 
Z7 Borders A1geria 3 56 0 56 28 
,28 Cecil Rhodes 1 4D' 16 24 28 
29 Fez, hats 3 44 4 4D 24 30 SuezOa:na.l 5 9,2 4D: 52 66 
31' Kl.-uger National Park 1' 20~ 8 12 14 .• 
.32 mdle Se1assie 2 48 0 48 24 
33 Nilometer 5 36 4 32 20 
34 Uganda River 4 44 0 44 22 
35 POrt Said 5 .60' 16 44 38 
36 Kimberly Mines :t 72 Gl 72 .36 
37. .Cape o£ Good Ho.pe 1 100 44 56 72 
.3S Gulf o£ Aqaba 5 36 0 .36 J.S 
39) Moors 3 60 4 56 32 
4JJ Port Elizabeth l,; 52 4 48 28 
*mttegoriest: 
1 Union o£ South Africa 
2 Ethiopia· . 
3 Morocco 
4 BeJ.gian Congo 
5 Egypt 
*Categories:: 
l Union of South Africa 
2 Ethiopia 
3 Moroeco 




Jrap;Le ~V:C:- - I'!iEm.J. ~sis of Test 7 
~ Item Ca.te~ %of .Top % o£ Lovest. mu • . Mean 
-· Item ~-- ~ ~- ~.-.P2 
68 ~ ~ Strait o£ Magellan ~ 4 64 36 2 Francisco Pizarro 4 44 16 28 30~' 
:3 Guano Islands 4 4 0 4: 2 
4 Toltecs 3 ~6 $ $ l2 
5 Floating Gardens 3 32 4 28 IS 6 Angel Falls 5 16 a 16 $ 
7 Parallels Chile li. 76 8 68 JP. s Largest Couut:cy" in s. A. 2 100 48 52 74 9 sao Paulo 2 44 4 JJJ 24 IO. Birthplace. o£ Simon Bolivar 5 28. 0 28 :t4. 
ll Yucatan. Peninsula :3 36 0 ;36 IS 1:2 South Temperate zone I 48 4 44 26 I:3 Portuguese official lang. 2 64 8 56 ;36 
l4 fatagonia l 12 0 12 6 
15 Callao:· 4 $ 0 $~ 4-16 LaGuaira 5 4 4 0 4 ~7 Pyramids or Sun and Moon :3 28 $ 2(l :tS 
IS Amazon :Lowlands 2 so 0 so /t)~ 
~9; Father mtdalgo· 3 32 s 24 2D 20 ~91t.7 iron ore discovery 5 16 0 16 s 
2l Fariautin Volcano 3 48 8 4fJ 28 
22 Ooi'fee 2 % S4 J.2 CJD 
2;3 Buenos Aires ll. 68 44 24 56 
24 Vanadium 4 J.2 0 l2 6 
25· Caracas 5 84 20 64 52 
26 Monteztllll8. 3 68' 20 48 44 27 •Christ of Andes• statue :n. JJJ s· 32 24 
2S Cu.zco 4 12 4 s· 8 
29. Atahual.pa 4 8 4 4 6 
30. .Fe.ra.na Ri. ver 1:. 16 0 16 8 
31 West of Guianas 5 44 0 44 22 
;32 .·.Copper ·4 4fJ 0 liJ 20 
33 Sierra Madras :3 44 16 28 30 
34 Ma.ri.caiba 5 J.'2 4 8 8 
35 Beef 1 88 16 72 52 
36 $ilver 3 52 12 40' 32 
'7 Borders Caribbean 5 44 4 40 24 38 Rubber 2 so 16 64 48 
39) Monterrey 3 64 16 48 IJ) 





~ Peru. Vene..ZU.e.la 
e 
·e 




42 Pacific Coast 
43 Lima 




48 San Martin 
49" Rio de J' aneiro 
50 lguassu Falls 
51 Aztecs 
52 Cabral. 




57 .lmdean tak~ Region 
58 Rosario. 
59 Manganese 
6o Cape Bbrn 
6~ cacao 
62 Highest Literacy 
63 Revolution of 1910 
64 Popocatepetlf:.: M>untains 
65 La Plata River 
66 Orlnoco Ri'Ver Basin 
67 Sugar toa:f Rock 
68 Benito Juarez 
69 West o:f Guianas (repeat) 
70 · Belem. 
7.l· Lake Titticacca 
•Categories;: 
~;t-: ~ AA"~~til!a. ~-
2. :B:raZil:.' .• 
3 Me~d':C():,; :;·· 
4 Pezoti· ·· 
5 veneiiiela 
OategQuit ~ o:f To:e. ~ o:f Lo:t:mst 
-~ ~ 
l 80 12 
4 44 12 
4 100 52 
3 76 8 
3 6o 36 
4 60 16 
5 72 12 
1 16 0 
2 88 28 
2 a a 
:3 76 48 
2 16 0 
4 28 16 
3 16 4 
2 0 0 
4 so 36 
:t 8 0 
l 8 0 
2 4 4 
I so. 4 
2 60 12 
l 28 8 
3 .24 a· 
3 28 4' 
:t 2ff 4 
5 Q 0 
2 20 0 
3 36 16 
5 AD. o· 
2 4. o· 




















44 58 g 4 












4 2 g 4 
62 
Selection o~ ~inal test items.-- In constructing the 
.final test there was a particular difficulty, ~o~ to create 
a ~inal measure, it was not sati.s~actory simply to select 
the items with the highest discriminatory power. For, the 
.final measure to be completely valid, the items had to re:pre 
sent as equal a distribution as :possible through the cate-
gories of each test. Tables B-I to B-VII show this ~inal 
step in the analysis. Each table is d.i vided into the cate-
gories of the test and the items applying to each category 
are listed showing the range of their discriminative :power. 
The final ·test was constructed by choosing the top ten 
items in each category ~th discriminatory ~ndices above the 
satisfactory level of 20per cent. In most _categories there 
were many more than ten satisfactory items available. For 
the :few cases :Ln which a category had only eight or nine 
satis~actory items, the extra items necessary to complete 
the chosen number o:f 50 items per sub-test were taken from 
the· category which was most strongly emphasize¢!. in the texts 
The categories in which items did ~ot have a satis~ac­
tory index were those which were not thoroughly treated in 
the texts. Test VI, .Africa, and Test VII, South .America an 
Mexico, were the ol;lly two which did not have 50 items with 
indices above 20 per cent. This low percentage was due, as 
eXplained, to the paucity of material in the texts from 
which to construct good items, and the fact that the testees 




Tables B-I to B-VIII, which .follow, show the bas~s on 
which the .final test was constructed. The items are.listed 
~or each sub•test in their respective·categories and those 
items used in the .f~nal test are separated .from the other 
items by a space. There is a .final .form o.f the test immedi-
ately .following this categorical analysis. The items are 
placed in an arbitrarily chosen order. For these tests mean 
di.f~ieulties based on the Boston University junior populatioL 
have been computed ~or the purpose of .future comparisons: 









38 5-Rosetta stone 




. 23 44-ngranary• 







Table B-I - Categorical AnaJ.ysis o£ Items in Test 1 
2~ Greece .3~ Rome 4. Phoen.-Pal.--Mes~ ;. Per~-Arab~-Turk~ 
P"eD., Item P .. D, It·em p·,n, Item ~ rtem. 
62 48-Bat.-Ma.ra.thon 71: 
56 53-Thermopy1ae ,g 
53 41.-demos 58 
51. .32-Ion. & Aeg. 53. 
51 65-Achean liea.gue 45 
49 70-Gul£ o£ Cor. J+;.. 
· 4 7 7-Pericl:es /1) 
47 77-lJipp., oath 36 
47 80-mill.a.s 36 
42 75-hsmlock 36 
38 40-auta.rch 
.3.3 
38 23-pentathlon ~ 
38 >Sfl.;;&.ppho• 24 
33 19-Attica. 22 
32 9~"Know teyself•20 
3I 25-Hera · 15 
31 55-Phidias 14 




I5 62-Aesop' A -~ra:bietr:' · 
10 12-Pyrrhus 
·57-tribune 66 
54-Appian Way 53 
81-Ifbratius 51. 
69;..Gity-7 Iiiills 47 
51.-"Die iS oaat11 4 7 
72-Trajan11 s oo1 .. 45 
38....!1llian cal, 42 
24-Tiber R.. 40· 
3l:..Hbraoe 40 
76-public_ bathS .. 3~ 
63-Dead Sea 67 27-Mecca. 
66-Baby1on 60 35-orig.-Islam 
4-Sumerians 56 33-Koran 
2-T:tg. & Euph •... 53 74-cap. E. R~ Jlmp 
36-Solomon 49 · 71-Byzantium 
86-H~ Gardens 42 . 18-Beg:tra. 
22-Fertlle Gres.. 32 2l~edina 
29-Damascu.s 22 68-Xer.x:es 
82-Ganaan ro:· 73-Marmara. 
n;..Chaldean ast. 






87-.Anatolia 61-Pbr. & cir. • 35 79-ced~-Lebanon 
8-Etruscans 33 26-Jordan R •. 
16-Lares & Fen. .31. 45-Nine'VlElh 
46-476 A. D. . .31 56-Bimmnira.bi 
64-Pantheon · · 24 43-Tyr •. Purple 
l;..Punic llars 22 15-0arthage 






Table B-n -·Categorical .Analysis of Items in Test 2 
.. 
1. British Isles 2. Scandina.v.ia and 
Finland 
3. Central Europe; 4~· SOuthwestern 
Ge1'JJ!BllY, Austli,a, Europet Spa.in1 
5~ 'B81kan Countries 
and Russia. 
Switzerland France, Italy 
P.,:DC: ns p.,n,. :Item PeD, Item . P.Dt D!!! P.Dt· ~ 
70 <JJ;-Isas.o Newton 62 32-0slo 7.0. 4-Lake Lucerne 78. 6.3-F.lamenco, 75. 3~Peter the Grea1 
6; .38-James Vatt 57 78-Try'gvie Ue 6; 6>-&ster Race 65 66-Garibaldi '10 62-Ural M:>untains 
65 45-Roger Bacon 4.:3 72-Sibelius 58 82-Gcrethe 63 47-Po River 68 92-Cath. the. Greai 
6.3 · -79-1066 A.. D.. 3S 84-Bp • ...J. Lind 55 9C>-Luther 62 57-Ests •. Genera.I 6; 39-Red Square 
60 17-War of Roses Z1 31-Alf'red Nobe~ 52 16-Bism.a.rck 60 27-Little Corp. 60 26-0aviar 
60 $3-Roundheads 25 9.3-Jutland 43 64-Bra.hms 60' 76-Ignat. Loyola 60 75-Co·ssacks 
60 86-Disraeli 23 20-Lofoten Isis. 42 19-Bt. MJritz ;8 69-BBll.&a.rrOrs 58 87-Caucastis Mbs~. 
55 41~11tlig Ben• 20 54-Land-l.M Lakes 42 _37-Ma.tterhom 57 4~s 53 46-Volga Boatmen:i 
52 l~ede . 42 6o-nea./N'at. Hqt.,55 59-"Eterne City" 4S CJ5-Bucharest 
50 Io-lul.d,.Lang.Syne 13 ~p. Unions 4D 94--Dresden China..52 88-Brittany . - 45 36-Serbie. 
50 ~»nerald Isle 5 ll-Els. Castle 50 13-Ba.stille. Day 
. . · . . . 5 100-Gulf/Botbnia. /IJ 98-Red Cross li.qt~ 
;o 3;.:.n0mesday Book 37 51-Bapsburgs · ;o·· 
48. 52-Belfast 35 44-Bims 50 
ItS 68-Canterbury Tales 27 ·6-Fr. the !h-eat 50 
4D 12-Wbitsuntide 23 89-torelei 50 
37 i~J-Wyclif.fe Bible IS 43-lfe1vetia 4S 
37 ~Beefeaters 5 85-Diesel Eng. 48 
37 74-Triei b;v Jury 45 
30 70-Cardirf' 42 










40-ra.b ... Equ.-Frat35 
7.3-Rbguenots 35 
99-Galilleo . 35 
14-Borgia Fsm. 33 
33-Reign/Terror 30· 
42-Drey:t"us Case 25 
3-V. Flnmanilal n 25 
Sl-Petr~;U"ch 23 
2-Al.hambra. 17 
2<}.-Appenines · l7 
21-Iberian Pen. l5 
96-Arch/Triumph 13 






















Table :&i-In- Categorical .Analysis of Items in Test 3 
l.. Age of Exploration 2~ _ Colonial Period 
(l492-l606l' (16o7-rru:J 
3~ Revolutionary War 4~ Civil.. War to 
P .,D.. _ :ttem -
64 12-'Coronado 
;cr 9...J. eaoot 
54 '70-"Pintan 
51. ll-J. Cartier · 
5l · 22-L •. Ericson_ 
46 _ 18-De SO to· 
44- ---S~t. Augustine 
44 97-A. Vespucoi : · 
4L 86-7 Cities/Gold 
33 90-Spice ISles · 
to Civil_ War World War r 
(1775-11859'} {1860~1913) 
. PsDt Item PeDe' ns· ~ ~ 
64 -92-P• -stuyvesant 67: . 62,..UOld Hickory" 64~ _ 5l-"Ma.roh-Sea11 
6l. 102-~. Williams 59' 48-La •. Purchase 56 . 2-.Appom.~ _Court 
5CJ 13-liOOm. Sense11 54 64-'Qverland Mail 56 24-Fordts Thtr~ 
59) 91'-Ste.mp Tax · -4S 5~Mc>nroe Doc., 53 82-Rough Riders_ 
54 ~a.;-J". 'Winthrop 1$ lOO-E. Vbitnq . 52 105-Bull Run 
51- 65-T • Paine _ $ 42-iinpressment . 49: 34-S~: Gompers 
47 .7~11Foor Ri • ..n.1t44 6o-N .. w. Ord~ 46 32-Gettys. Add~. 
44. 43-Indent. serv. 43 5<>-M~ J.ewis 44 55-11Monitor11 
43 .16-V. Dare 41. 20-•non't-sbipn 4.3 'l<ft-"Rem:em •. Me.~ 
41 54-P~ Minuit 41. 28-3 gold rush" ltJl l-11.An:gel:/Bat~~ 
?l 98-Vineland 39 41.-llornbook 38 _ 2.3-liFare,,_.Add~" 41· 38-Gr. Tr. BOb~· 
30 ~·mu:r Moon• 39 44-JBD1estown .36 ;-"Bon. Rich.• 36· ~9-Adm •.. Devey 
29 7~ 'R. Raleigh ·.38 61-Gol •. Ggleth, .36 ~tton gin: . .31 .37-U. Grant 
26 80..}loanoke Isle· 38. 66 ... Fenn~s WOods · 31 ~der.,,.-rlw.•.31 77-Dr •. TA~ Reed· 
25 . 72-POnoe de .Leon .3.3 67-"lrellll· Gaz.• 28 104-Yorktown 30 25-A._ F.· oft~ 





59' 36-Ch-. Coul.ee D8ll1 
54 . 21-A •. Earheart 
44 52-Marshall. l'lan 
44 69..J. Fershing 
41 9.5-Tr. Versailles 
38 lQ-Cam.pobello Isl 
36 -- 9.3-TVA . 
31- _ 58-l.C).'th Amendment 
2h ' 7-JJ. •. Bunche ' 
,2b 8-.Adm •. Byrd·, 
20 46-Lea./Nations 
15 45-J' err. Mam~ 
- 0 75-llpump prllning• 
25 74-POp~t-s tine .3.3 'll.;.Pocahontas 26 5.3-MoO-. Reaper · .30 Sl-T •. Roosevelt 
x.3 29-•Golden Hind• .31 47.;.tondon Go. 24 78-"Rem. Alamo" 12 .33-G. w. Goetl:laJ.s 
5 l5-110r6atoan•. :;n S5-Separatists 2.3 3-Barbary: St. · -g ,SJ...;Gatusn Looks 
3 30-1tQrit£in• 16 27-.Fr.-Ind. llars 2.3 4-BattlefN.,O. 8 35-Vl., a. Gorgas 
.3 1014lilderness M.a 26-J ~ o. Fremont 5 w~""•Travel.er• 
21 39-lf• liSle 
18 17-0~ Dawes 
lS 8:3-Sacagawea. 
16 87-sewing machine 
1.3 63-"0ld &r. For' · 




Table B-IV' -· Categorical Ans.J.ysis of Items in Test 4 




2. S •. statest Va • .:.. 3 •. Mid-Y •. States:; 
N:. aar .... s •. -car.,.. 
4• v. states: ; .. Alaska and Canada 
Tem1.-aa. • .:...AJ.a.~ 
Fl.a.-Miss.-Ark.-
La..,.-okla .. -Tex •. 
Micll..-Ohio-Ke~.­
Iild.~is.-m.,.. 







P.D. Item P11l>.. ~ PC.Dt. Item P.sD~. Item. . P.D.. I!!g 
P7. 57--Mohawk Valley· 70 91-V~clcsburg 72. -84•stock .yards 77,· 61-Mom. Taber.· 80 50-Manitoba 
66 60-M>ntpeiier · 66 ~. Davis 51 .37-111Jbosier St." 70 54-mesa 69 45-KJ.ondike 
64 21:..Erie Canal. 62 59-Monticello 51 40-Hhll Hbtise 67 .30-Gadsden Pur. 66 9.6-YUkon Territor; 
57 .3/rGreen Mt. Boys 61 ~ Burgesses. 4h 46-take Hfiton 64 . 7-Boise 64 52-Marl time lTov. 
51 4.3-.-Irtquois 54 48-PI.ost Oolony-1' 44 42-0orn Belt 64 56-missions . 59 6-Bering Straits 
51 65....Uev .Amsterdam 49. 26-Fort SUmter .36 25-Fort Dearborn 62 24-Fikelfs Peak 56 80..Se't.mrd11:& lcebo: 
49J 41~Indep •. Hall 47 89-Tusk •. Inst. :36 82-Sioux.Indians 4b 81-Bierras 54 87.:..tundra licll.ens 
· .48 5-Bat./Sara.toga. 44 14-G •. w. Carver ,30: 9-Boonesbo:ro 4h 85-Sutters Mill 51 1-Acadia 
46 .36-T •. HOoker 41- 17-GoJ..;\Im..~35 4-Fort Knox 44 18-Col.mnbia R~ 1.6 .32-Grand Banks 
41 2-L. M. Alcott .38 44-Kittyha.wk · 28 47-Ft. Leavenwrth4l 2.3-Father Serra. .38 27-Ft •. Vancouver 
36 11-Lord Calvert 36 70-Piedmont · 28 66-0zark Plateau ,39l .3.3-11Gr •. Divide" 38 .39-Hildson Bay Co • 
.36 95-V• Wilson 3ll. 88-turpent~ 26 55-Mesobi Range .39 74-:Puget .Sound .38 ;~tanuska .Val •. 
.3.3 10-Breed~s Hill 25 8-boll-weevil 18 79-Bault . .St. Narie.36 78-Bal.t R. Val • .30 7.3--Ft~ Barrow 
.31 75-Quakers 2.3 l9;..oUmbe Gap .18 90-Mark Twain .3.3 31-golden spike 28 58..Jv!arq. de.Montcalfn 
.30 68-patroons 21. 3-App~ •. Bar.. 15 86-Mt. Rushmore 28 12-0arlsbad Oav .. 20 6,3-Moun.t Royal 
28 .l;.;.1101ermont• 21 1.3-carpetbaggera 2 76.-Red R. Valley 25 71-Z. Pike 20 83--Sitka 
28. 16-1101. Big Ditch"' 3 77-Be.bine River o 69-o11pemmican• 2.3 29-~49-ers11 !;3 .35-habitant 
l2 9~iza.rd of Melho 21 28-Cascade Mts.. 1.3 62-Mt. McKinJ ey 
21L 64-Gr. Canyon 1.3 72-Plains/.Abrabam 
15 92-M. Vbitman 10 49-Alex: •. Mackenzi1 






Table lJ.:..V - Categorical Analysis of Items in Test 5 





;. Middle Eastt Saudi 
Arabia, Iran, . Iraq, 
s.rr:ta, Jordan, . 
Israel, Turkey, 
Lebanon 
1Pfe· Item tr,D,. ~ P'.Ds· Item P.D. ~ P.D,. Item 
17< . 27-Bbinto 80 46-V~etnam. 76 5-In. M:>ngolia 68 7.3-Ganges River 64 58-Persian Gulf 
72 48-Kyoto 76 ,39 ... Once Siam 64 3.3-0pium War 64 ~Taj Maha1 60J 42-Dardanelles 
61+ 7-Honshu Island · 72 52-Gulf of Siam 6o 28-Great Wall 60 61-Calcutta 60 · '79-Mesopotamia. 
56 6.3-Iokahama 6a .31-&.igon 6o .38-Gunpowder 6o 694!. Gandhi 1.8 .3~-0nce P'ersia 
56 '10-0b.oe-thr..-Aleut.56 29..;.ll.angoon 56 72-Yellow Sea -56 . 71-Delhi ,48 .36-"Fl.oats on oun 
52 l7..;.com. Pew:r 48 18-Gambodi.a 52 65-0rigm/print, 48 .37-Hindustan . 44 l-Borders Bl. Sea 
52 57-Fujj,yama. 40 l~Bangkok 52 80-Mao Tse-tung 44 5l~HO.me/Hinduism~4 13-Hbme/Mobsm.. 
52 67-Across fr, Vlad,32 15-Laos ·44 41-Manohur.l.a 40 2-Va.le/Kashmir 44 22-Borders Cas. Se 
48 59-Bat. Missinlri 2S 43--Si,nga.pore 44 6o-J.st used paper ,36 20-Bp. Buddha .36 16-l3orders G~ Ae 
IIJ 44-Ko;r:oea Strait 24 ;6-Bim.oi 40: :;~BOxer Reb. .32 40-Bombay' :36 . 49-Bp. Zo:roaster 
28 50...tlmed Kur:Ues 
20 2.3-Diet . 
20 ?~Archipelago 
12 9;..Treaty-l?orts. 
l2 ~eiji Const. 
8 .3-I'rraw.ddy R, 32 









6-Sun lTa.t-sen . .32 
68-0i v s Ser. Ex. 2S 
.30-Dal.ai .. llama 2S 
21.-l'angtze River 20 
26-Port Arthur·· 8 
· 55-~ublai Khan 8 
77-0onfo.cius 4 
14-GoW. Desert o: 
64-Lhasa. 




12-V. da Galna 16 
45-Jain Temples 12 
66-Benares 
19-7 Years War 
25-Agra 
76-Istanbul:. 
5.3-Gul.t of Clnan 






~. Union of South 
Africa 
e 
Table B-VI -· Categorical Ana.lysis o:r Items in . Test 6 
2. Ethiopia :3~ M>rooco 
12 57-}trrrh 






54-Turk. Prov • 
59-Rio de Oro 





















• .e e 
Table Bt-VII - Categorical: . .Analysis of Items in Test 7 
1. Argentina 2. Brazil ,;, Mexico 4.. Peru 
P,D1 
5. Venezuela 
P,D. .Item P.Dt ~ P'.D. Item ~ :P.D,. Item 
76 6o-Oape HOrn 80 · 
72 35-Beef · · 64 
68 7-Parallels Chlle 60 
68 41-;...pampa 56 
64 1-st. of Magellan 52 
44 I~.· Temp. Zone 48 
32 27-nOhrist/Ande~ 4U 
24 2.3-Buenos Aires . 20 
20 62-High. li teraey 16 
16 3Q,-Parana River 
18-Amaz.Lovlds. 68 
38-rubber 48 
49-Rio de Jan. 48 
13-Port. lang, 40: 
8-l:gst., Oountr.y40 
61-ca.ca.o 36 
9-Bao Paulo 28 
67-sug .• _ Loaf .Rk~28 
52-Gabral 28 
24 
.16 48-San Martin 
12 22-coffee · · 24 
16 6.5-La. Plata River 
12 14-Patagonia 
8 57-Andean L. R. 
8 58-Rosario 
4 70;..Be1em 24 
a· 50-Iguassu !_'alls24 
· 0 55-quartz 20 
0 59~ganese 20 
44-Vera 0ruz 1$ 
26-Montezuma. 44 
39-Mlnterrey 44 
21-Paricutin VoJ.. 44 
36-si1 ver 40 
ll-Yuoatan Penin • .32 
5-Floating Gard~. 28 
33-Sierra · Madres lJ2 
51-.btecs 
43-Lima. 64 2.5-CaraoB.s 
40-Borders Eou. 6o 4 7-petroleum 
46-llamas 44 31-W, of Guiana.s 
56-Inoas 4D .37-Bord. Garibbeax 
.32-oopper (40 69-vl. of Guiana.s-
42-Pac., Coast . duplicated by error) 
2-~. Pizarro 28 10-Bp./ s. Boliva1 
24-vana.dium. . 16 6-.Angel Falls 




64-Popoo .. Mts •. 
17-~ds-s .. M. 
68-13· Juarez 
12 53-HUm..~ Current 8 .34-Maricaibo 
8 15;,.Callao 
8 28-0uzoo 
4 3-Guano Isles· 
4 29-Atahualpa 
8 7l-L~~ Tittioaoca 
0 10-La. Guaira 







Table C .... Mean .f'or Each Sub-Test of the Final Instrument Based on. the 
136ston Universj,.ty E.lementa.ry Pro:fessionaJ. Preparation Junior 
Population 
Mean 
.Ancient World 3S% 
Europe 43% 
United States (HistoricaJ. Periods) 47% 
United States (Areas) i.h% 
Asia 47% 
A:Mca 34% 





SOCIAL STUDIES INVENTORY 
ANCIENT WORLD . 
1 •. Egypt 
2. Greece 
3 • .Rome 
4· P.hcnmiaia, Pal.estine1 Mesopotamia 
5. Yersia.i, Arabia, Turkey 
1.-._Meooa. 
2._odes o£ lfbraee 
3 .. _Solomon 
. 4~_Battle at Marathon 
5,._Jnmging Gardens 
6._Pass at Thermopylae 
?,._Origin of Islam 
S. ____ Tiber River 
9 .___.Alexandria 
11 ... ,, ... __ ,-~...~.u•~a.u. astrologers 
26.;__DalnasOUS 
27 .:..._ .. Jfbra:ti.us a.t the Bridge 
2S.~Rosetta stone 
29~.__public baths 
30. ___ Gulf of Corinth 
31.-._Canaan . 
326!.._Sumerians 
33._scarabs . · 
34~..:.-Age of Pericles 
35 • ........_;.Riagira 
36.~o:belisk . 
37._:_City of Seven Hills 
38._Ra. 
39'_..-..:-"The die is castn 
40._oup of hemlock 
·.u ... ·. Medina 
·._capital-Eastern Roman Enpire .. 42•-· lfallas . 
•-betveen IOnian. and Aegean 43._Tigris .and Euphrates 
._Appian Wq · 44._Xer.:xes 
._Babylbn 45._Memphis 
21.._Dclmatol;l · 46~~Achean ~ague 
22._Julian ca:J.endar 47._Sea o£ Marmara 
23._Byzantium 48._appoeratic oath 
24 • .__Pluta.rch's Lives 49-.,~Dead Sea 
25.~Temple at Karnak 50._Trajan'"s .ool1llll1l, 
??i 
• 
1. British Isles 
2. Scandinavia. and Finland 
.3. Central. Europe~ Germany-, Austria., Switzerland 
4.. SOuthwestern Etlropet. Spain, France, . Ital7 
5. Ba.lkan Countries. and Russia 
.26. Goethe 
Zl._•volga Boatmen• · 
2B.,.....;.._st. M>ritz~ 
29 ._Disra.eli. 
30 .......... Birthplace o:£ J"e:l'ley Lind 
.3l..._Roun.dheads 
.32. ___ Alfred Nobe1 
.3.3.,.._Caucasus !'.contains 
34._Estates General 
.35._Catherlne the Great 
· 36 • ...._$ibelius 
.37 ._Brahms 
.38 • ...._Bucharest 
39._"Aul.d. Lang Syne• 
.. 40 • ...._..Bismarck 
41.--.Igna.tius Loyola 
42._James Watt 
4.3 .. ...._1066 A. D. 
M, .. _Trygvie Lie 
45._Bed Square 
46.~"The Lit-tle Corporal.,.. 
47 .. _EBll o:f Mirrors 
48. · Luther 
49. Serbia 




1. Age of Exploration. 049~1606} 
2. Colonial Period (1607•1774); 
3. Revolutionary War to Civ.U War (1175-1859) 
· 4. Ci'\Til. War. to liorl.d Var. I (1860-19131 
5. 'World \Tar I to Present .(1914 to date) 
!._Peter Stuyvesant 
2._0oronado 
3._ "March. to the. sea.n·. . 
4._11 Angel. of the Battlefields"· 
5. ___ Spice Islands 
6._"0ld Hicko:cy11 
7. Admiral Byrd 
8. Appomattox Courthouse 
9._Peter Minuit 
lQ._Roger Williams 
ll .. ;.._.Ral.ph Btm.clle 
l2.~oTd t s Theater 
lJ._Jobn Cabot 
l4 • ...._Bli Whitney . 
15.--Grand Coulee Dam· 
J.6 • ...__'~~Don•t give up the sbipl• 
l7._:Bull Run . 
l8._Monroe Doctrine 
19 •__,;,St. Augustine · 
2'J. •Rough Riders"· 
· 2le. •Common Sense• 
22 .. ...__.Amelia Earheart 
23 • ..__Amerigo Vespueci . 
2/,.._._Seven Cities ... o:r. Gold 
25.-:.......,...._Northwelit Ordinance 
26 .. _~~ Tax 
· 27 ._•The gold rushJt 
28,._The MarBhall Pl.an 
29: • ...._indentured serwnts 
S,O._Meriweather Lewis 
3J..~UBemember the Maine"· 
32.-._Lief Ericson 
33~---Jobn J. Pershing 
,34._±mpressment 
35·........;!'Molti.tor11 
36 • .__pe . Soto. 
37 ._Virginia .Dare . 
3S. ___ Treaty of Versailles 
. .39:~ .... --J~VA 
40._"Pi.nta:n: 
~--~or Richardt s Almanac" 
42. __ Gettyl3burg Address 
4.3e;....._Louisiana. .. Purchase 
M.o:.._J acques Cartier 
45.--Samuel.Gompers 
46-~C~obello Island 
4 7 ._Xhomas Pa,he 
4$._overl:and mail 







1. Northeastern States;- New England, Penn$"lvania, New Ybrk, New 
. Jerse;r,,.D~~e, Maryland, Vest Virginia 
2. Southern States::· Virginia, North Carolina, South. Carolina., _ 
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_ Tennessee, Geol:'gia, Alabama, F.l.orida, Mississippi 
Arkansas, .. Louisiana, . Old aboma, ... Texas 
3· Middle Western States:: Michigan, Ohio, Kentucky, .Indiana., .. _ 
Wisconsin, D.linois, Minnesota, Iowa, 
lti.ss6Uri, North DakOta., South Dakota, . 
NebraSka, Kansas 
4• Vester.n States:-. Arizona, Cal.i.tornia., Cblorado, MOntana, Nevada, 
New Me:xico, Idaho, Oregon, utah, 
Washington, Wyoming 
5· .Alaska and Canada 
l._Louisa M • .Alcott 
z._Manitoba. 
3._George Washington Carver 
4. ___ Sioux Indians 
;._Moha-wk Valley 
6._Mor.mon. Tabernacle 
.7. Fort Vancouver 
8 • Tuskeegee InstitUte 
9._IO.ondike 
lO .• _Hbll libuse 
ll.~Gra.nd Ba:nks 
1'2._:._Father Serra 
l3 • ......_College of Villiam.and Mary 
14.-_Ch-een Mcl.Ultain Boys 
15. ___ Boonesboro 
16..,__:.ltittyha.wk 









26.__Berilig StrSi ts 
27 ._Battle of Saratoga 
2S._..._mesa 
29_ • ......_11the lost coloeyil 
3Q._Erie Canal. 
,3I.. ....... J~ake HUron 
32~ ___ Gadsden Purehase 
33. ___ Jefferson.Davis 
.34._l30ise 
35._Independence J!hll 
36 • ...__ Corn Belt 
37 ~......_Fort Dearborn 
. .38 • .-:._"Seward.ts Icebox" 
39._lfew Amsterdam 
4f)._S¢ters .. Mill 
4J.~_:Irort Sumter 
42 • ......_ »Bif>osier state• 
43 ... · Sierras 
44.: · 'Pike~ s Peak 
45 ._lfort LeaVeD.'l.JCrth. 
46 • .._Vicksburg 




J.:. •. Japan· 
2 •. Southeast Asia::: BUrma, Tha:il:and, E"a:layaj. Indochina: 
3~· China 
4.- India 
;. Middle lrs.stt- Saudi Arabia.,. Iran,. Iraq, Syria, Jordan, 




2 •. Ethiopia 








27 ~....:J>aralleJ:s Chile 
28!'_birthplace. of Simon Bolivar 
29.'~-Cortes 
30 • ...._pmnpa. 
. .3ll.~~bee£ 





37 ~:._Angel Falls . 
. 38._Jugar Loaf Rock 
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.39 ~..__&·cacatepetJ.'_Ibuntains 
/IJe_largest country: in.:.South .Amer::t~ 
4l. .• ~ •Christ of the .Andes• Statue 
~.~CQpper 
. 43 ... ~Paei£ic Coast 
449. · Nontezuma. 
45~ . South_ Tem.p.erate mne 
46.__l'ranc1sao . Pizarro_, 
47 ._Monterrey-
. 48 • ._Marlcaibo 
49~•-Ca.bral. 




The purpose of this study was to construct a test to 
measure the extent of general world knowledge of teachers-
in-training. To do this a preliminary test was designed and 
admjnistered to a p.+ofessional preparation class at Boston 
University School of Education. The data from this test was 
analyzed to gain the 50 items with the highest discriminati~ 
power for each of the seven sub-tests. In all but one sub-
test, there were 50 items well above the statistically accep~ 
table percentage mark of satisfactory discrimination ability. 
These items were arranged in a final form of the test. In 
the final construction of Test VI, Africa, and Test VII, 
South America and Mexico, it was necessary to dip below the 
discrimination ability of 2.0 per cent for each item because 
of the generally low scores on this test. However, if the 
critical ratio is applied, the inclusion of these items is 
justifiable. Renee, this thesis presents a vocabulary test 
to measure general world knowledge of teachers-in-training • 
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Recommendations for further research: 
1. Administration of final test to other teacher-
preparatory populations for purposes of validation. 
2. Diagnostic scoring may be derived by scoring for 
guessing. 
3. Similar content tests for teachers in preparation 
may be designed for other subjects. 
4. Incorporate test into course on social studies to 
locate weak areas of world knowledge at outset of 
term. 
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Bibliography :for Test I, Ancient World 
1. Barrows, Harlan H., Edith Putnam. Parker, and Clarence W 
·sorenson, 0ld World Ways. Silver Burdett Company, N 
York, 1954 •. 
2. Carls, Norman and Frank Sorenson, Neifhbors .Across the 
~· John C. Winston Company, Phi adelphia, 1954. 
3. Dawson, Grace S., Your World and Mine. Ginn and Comp 
Boston, 1954. 
4. Eibling, Harold H., Fred M. King, and James Harlow, Our 
Beginnings in the Old World. 'Laidlaw Brothers, River 
Forest, Illinois, 1957. 
5. Grimm, Mabel Rockwood and Matilda Hughes, The Old World. 
Row, Peterson and Company, Evanston, Illinois, 1955. 
6. :S:a:mer, O. Stuart, Orlando W. Stephenson, Ralph S. Yoke, 
Ben F. Ahlschwede, Dwight W. Follett, and Herbert H. 
Gross, ]ixploring the Old World. Follett Publishing 
Company, Chicago, 1955. 
7. Hughes , R. 0. and C. <E:. W. Pullen, Eastern Lands • 
and Bacon, Inc., Boston, 1954. 
8. Kolerzon, Edward R., and John A.. Heine, Our World and 
· Its Peoples. .Allyn and Bacon, Inc. , ·Boston, 195?. 
9. Le.ff'erts, Walter, Harry H. Shapiro, and Israel Soifer, 
Living Together in the Old World. The Macmillan Com-
pany, New York, 1958. 
10. Moore, Clyde B., Helen M. Carpenter, Gertrude M. Lewis, 
and Fred B. Painter, Buildin~ OUr World. Charles 
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1 58. 
11. Platt, Nathaniel and Muriel Jan Drummond, Our World 
Through the Ages. Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 
12. Pounds, Norman J. G., and Emlyn D. Jones, Beyond the 
Oceans. Rand McNally and Company, New York, 1956. 
13• Stull, DeForest and Roy w. Hatch, 
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., Boston, 1 
14. Thurston, Ernest L., and Grace C. Haukins, Homelands 
Beyond the Seas. Ir,Oquois Publishing Company, Syra-
cuse, New York, 1958. 
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15. Whipple, Gertrude and James E. Preston, Our Earth and 
Man. The Macmillan Company, New York, 1955. 
Bibliography for Test II, Europe 
l:;.:::A:.9;ams, Fay, Grace s. Dawson, and Ernest w. Tiegs, Your 
· · World and Mine. Ginn and Company, Boston, 1954. 
2 • .Ahlschwede, Ben F., Dwight w. Follett~ Herbert H. Gross 
0. Stuart Ramer, Or.lando . W. Stephens on and Ralph 
lin Yoke, Exploring the Old World. Follett Publio~~~c~n 
Company, Chicago, 1955. 
3. Barrows, Harlan H., Edith Putnam Parker, and Clarence w. 
Sorenson, Our Big World. Silver Burdett Company, New 
York, 1954. 
4. Buske, Morris R., A. Wesley Roehm, Hutton Webster, and 
Edgar B. Wesley, The Record of Mankind. D. C. Heath 
and Company, Boston, 1956. 
5· Carls, Norman and Frank E. Sorenson, Neighbors Across 
the Seas. John 0. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 19 
6. Carpenter, Helen M., Gertrude M. Lewis, Clyde B. Moore, 
and Fred B. P. ainter, Buildin~Our World. Charles 
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1 8. 
7. Cooper, Kenneth S., anc1 Lewis Paul Todd, World Ways. 
Silver Burdett Company, New York, 1954. 
8. Cordier, R. w., and E. B· Robert, B1story for the Begin-
~· Rand McNally and Company, New York, 1954. 
9. Drummond, Muriel J., and Nathaniel Platt, Our World 
Through. the Ages.. Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 19 
10. Eibling, Harold H., James Harlow, Fred M. King, Our Be-
~nnings in the Old World. Laidlaw Brothers, Illinois 
57· 
11. Grimm, Mabel Rockwood and Matilda Hughes, The Old World. 
Row, Peterson and Company, Evanston, Illinois, 1955. 
12. Hankins, Grace C. , and Ernest L. Thurston, Homelands 
Beyond the Seas. Iroquois Publishing Company, Inc., 
New York, 1958. 
13. 
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14. Jones, Stephen B., and Marion F. Murphy, Geography and 
World Af:fairs. Rand McNally and Company, Chicago, 
1957. 
15. McConnell, w. R., and Jane McGuigan, Geographf o:f Many 
Lands. Rand McNally and Company, Chicago, 952. 
16. McGuire, Edna, Backgrounds. of American Freedom. The 
Macmillan Company, New York, 1957. 
17. Overton, Bruce, Leonard 0. Packard, and Ben D. Wood, 
Geogralh~ o.f the World. The Macmillan Company, New 
York, 9 3. 
Life in Europe Series 
1. Creed, Virginia, France. The Fideler Company, Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, 1956. 
2. Day, Dee, Getting to Know Spain. Coward, Mcmann, Inc., 
New York, 1957. · 
3. Ho:f:fman, George W., and Viola, Switzerland. The Fideler 
Company, Grand Rapids,. Michigan, 1955 .. 
4. Kish, George, §taly. The Fidej:~~:t· Com.p~, Grand Rapids 
Michigan, 19 7• 
5. -.,.."'F'l"': ___ , Yugoslavia. Holiday House, Inc. , New Y 
1952. 
6. Malmstrom, Vincent H.o, and Ruth,. Norwa~. 
Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 195 • 
The Fideler 
, Sweden. The Fid:eler 
_..,.,C,_o_m_p_an_·_y-,--.G..-r-an-·""""d.......,.R,....a-p_,~.--d.,...s-,___,Mi..,.....c-hi..-.--~an, 1956. 
8. Seger, Gerhart H., Germany. The Fideler Company, Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, 1955 .• 
9. Shapovalov, Michael and Warren B. Walsh, Soviet Union. 
The Fideler OqP.J.pany, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1958. 
Bibliography for Tests III and IV, United States 
1. Ames, Jesse H., Merlin N. Ames, and Odille Ousley, ~ 
Country's Growth. Webster Publishing Company, St •. 
Louis, 1951. 
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2. Barker, Eugene C., Marie Alsager, and Walter P. Webb, 
The Story of Our Countr{. Row, Peterson and Company, 
Evanston, Illinois, 195 • 
3. Cutright, Prudence, Allen Y. King, Ida Dennis, and 
Florence Potter, Living To~ether in the Americas. 
Macmillan Company, New Yor , 1958. 
4. Eibling, Harold H., Fred llii. King, and James Harlo:rr, Our 
Country's Story. Laidlaw Brothers, River Forest, Il-
linois, . 1958. 
5· Hanna, Paul R., and Clyde F. Ko~, Cross Country. Scott 
Foresman and Company, Chicago, 1950. 
6. Jones, Emlyn D., J. Warren Nystrom, and Helen H~ter, 
Within the Americas. Rand McNally and Company, Chica-
go, 1957. 
--=w=""i'""'t"""'hi-: . .-n-· """'Ou...-r-=B_o_r...,.d_e_r_s-.--::R:::.-a-n-d~M=-c""'N,...il ......... l-y...._an_d.;--C:o:::ro-m-p-.,-any--,---,c:-:rhi~. ~ago 
1957. 
8. Lansing, Marion, Makers of the Americas. D. C. Heath 
and Company, Boston, 1951. 
9. McGuire, Edna, They Made America Great. The Macmillan 
Company, New York, 1957· 
10. Mackenzie, Josephine, Your People and Mine. Ginn and 
Company, Boston, 1955- .. . . 
11. Todd, Lewis Paul and Kenneth S. Cooper, New Ways in the 
]few World. Silver Burdett Company, New York, 1954. 
Bibliography for Tests V and VI, Africa and Asia 
Library Books 
1. Battistini, Laurence H., Introducing Asia. The·John Day 
Company, New York. 
2 .. Busoni, R., Stanley's Africa. The Viking Press, New Y 
1956. 
3. Copeland, Frances, Land Between. Abelard-Schuman, New 
York, 1958. 
4. Gatti, Ellen and Attilio, Here is Africa. Charles Scri 
ner's Sons, New York, 1943. 
8? 
5· Gunther, John, Inside Asia~ Harper and Brothers, New 
York, 1939. 
6. , Meet North Africa. Harper and Brothers, 
New York, 195 • 
?· Kennedy, Jean, Here is India. Charles Scribner's Sons, 
New York, 1945. 
8. Modak, 1\IIa.norama R., The Land o:f the People of India. J. 
B. Lippincott Oompany, New York. 
9. Paton, Alan, The Land and the People o:f South Africa, J. 
B. Lippincott Company, /New York, 1955 •. · · 
• Quinn, Vernon, Picture Map Geogra9h~ of Africa. 
Tiippincott Company, New York, 1 · 5 • · J. B. 
• The Travels of l\IIa.rco Polo:, The Orion Press, New York. 
Intermediate Grades Textbooks 
l. Barrows, Harlan H., Edith Putnam Parker, and Clarence W. 
Sorensen, Old World.Lands. Silver Burdett Company, 
New York, 1954. 
2. Cutright, Prudence, , Walter Lef:f erts, Harry H. Shapiro , 
and Israel Soifer, Living Together in the Old World. 
The Macmillan Company, New YOrk, 1955. 
3. Dawson, Grace S., Your WQrld and Mine. Ginn and Company 
Boston, 1954-. 
4. Gross, Herbert H., Frank E. Sorenson, Dwight w. Follett, 
and Alta Mcintire, .loring Near and Far. Follett 
Publishing Company, hicago, 1~55. 
5. Hani.er, 0. Stuart, · Orla.P,d.o W. Stephei:tson, Ralph Sandlin 
Yoke, Ben F • .Ahlschwede, Dwight w. Follett, and Herb 
H. Gross, ~loring the Old World. Follett Publishing 
Company, C ·cago, 1955. 
6. Hughes, R. 0., G. H. W. Pullen, Eastern Lands. Allyn 
Bacon, Inc., Boston,. 1954. 
7. Kalerzon, ·Edward R., and John A.. Heine, Our World and 
··:People. Allyn and Bacon, Inc., Boston, • 
8. Pounds, Norman J. G., and Emlyn D. Jones, Be~ond the 
Oceans. Rand McNally and Company, New Yor , 1956. 
.. 
9. Todd, Lewis Paul, Kenneth S. Cooper, and Clarence W. 
Sorenson, World Ways. Silver Burdett Company, New 
York, 1954-. 
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10. Uttley, Marguerite, and Alison E. Aitcheson, Lands and 
Peoples of the World. Ginn and Company, Boston, 1957. 
11. Whipple, Gertrude, and James E. Preston, Our Earth and 
Man. The lVlacmillan Company, New York, 1955. 
Bibliography for Test VII, South America and Mexico 
1. Brown, Gertrude S., Ernest w. Tiegs, and Fay .Adams, .;;;y;...;....;;=-n 
Country and Mine. Ginn and Company, Boston, 19.54-. 
2. Carls, Norman, Frank E. Sorenson, and Margery D. 
Neighbors in Latin America. John ·c. Winston Company, 
Philadelphia, 1951. . 
3. Ou..t:tight, Prudence, Allen Y. King, Ida Dennis, and 
Florence Potter, Living Together in the Americas. The 
lVlacmillan Company, New York, 1958• 
4. Gray, William H., Ralph Hancock, Herbert H. Gross, 
Dwight H. Hamil ton, and Evalyn A. Meyers, Exploring 
.American Neighbors. Follett Publishing Company, Chi-
cago, 1956. 
5. Smith, J. Russel, and Frank E. Sorenson, Nei~bors in 
the Americas. John C. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 
1957-
6. Stull, DeForest, and Roy w. Hatch, Journeys Through the 
Americas. Allyn and Bacon, Inc., Boston, 1953. · 
7• Uttley, Marguerite, Alison E. Aitcheson, Latin America, 
Africa, and Australia. Ginn and Company, Boston, 1957 
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